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Útdráttur 

 

Markmið þessarar ritgerðar er að greina fríverslunarviðræðurnar milli Bandaríkjana og 

Evrópusambandsins eða ,,Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership― sem hófust 

formlega sumarið 2013. Leitast er við að skilgreina viðfangsefnið og greina þá áhrifaþætti 

sem standa að baki viðræðunum. Sérstök áhersla er lögð á fræðilega greiningu á viðræðunum 

og þeim efnahagslegu og stjórnmálalegu þáttum sem einkenna þær. Þessu til hliðsjónar er 

framkvæmd innihaldsgreining á ummælum og ræðum nokkura háttsettra embættismanna 

beggja vegna Atlantshafssins. Niðurstöður ritgerðarinnar benda til þess að þó svo 

efnahagslegar breytur séu fyrirferðamiklar þegar kemur að fríverslunarviðræðunum, er margt 

sem bendir til þess að meginástæður fyrir tilurð og tímasetningu viðræðanna sé að finna í 

stjórnmálalegum þáttum. Þá sé sérstaklega mikilvægt að hafa í huga þær valdatilfærslur sem 

einkennt hafa alþjóðasamfélagið undanfarin ár og hlutfallslega hnignun Vesturveldana í því 

samhengi. 
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Abstract 

 

The aim of this thesis is to focus the spotlight towards the free trade negotiations between 

the United States of America and the European Union known as the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership which began in the summer of 2013. The goal is to analyze the subject 

as well as identifying what variables are best suited to explain the endeavor. Special interest 

will be on an academic analysis of the negotiations, as well as their economic and political 

characteristics. In order to fulfill the aim of this thesis a content analysis will be conducted on 

statements and speeches by a select number of high ranking officials on both sides of the 

Atlantic. The thesis concludes that even though economic variables are abundant, as one 

might expect when researching an economic project, evidence suggests that geopolitical 

variables are better suited to explain the reason and timing of the TTIP negotiations. Most 

important are the power transitions that have been a defining aspect of international affairs in 

recent years as well as the relative decline of the West in this context. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Recently the United States of America (US) and the European Union (EU) have begun 

negotiating a free trade agreement known as the Transatlantic Trade and Investment 

Partnership or TTIP for short. The proposed objective is to create an ambitious free trade 

agreement that will have profound and positive influence on trade and investment for both 

parties. The TTIP negotiations were launched in June of 2013, in order to conclude a far-

reaching trade agreement, emphasizing trade liberalization and the abolition of tariffs and 

non-tariff barriers to trade. The goal is to negotiate a new standard in international trade, when 

it comes to harmonizing regulations for goods, services, investment and public procurement. 

Most estimates indicate that the benefits from TTIP will primarily come from its attempt to 

harmonize and reduce, non-tariff, or behind the border barriers to trade. 

 

The US and the EU are developed economies that increasingly project their power and 

influence through the global economy. Being challenged by fiscal issues and domestic 

unwillingness to use military force, they in turn rely more and more on global economic 

power. As long as the West
1
 maintains sufficient leverage over the global economy, they are 

able to dictate the circumstances in which global trade and finance is handled. Due to this 

increasing dependence of most states on the global economy this is a really powerful tool.  As 

geopolitical competition is reshaping the global economy and unraveling global power 

relationships and governance, the global economy with its trade and finance is both the 

antithesis and the greatest result of globalization, thus interdependence and direct dependence 

on the global economy makes the threat of shutting one state out, very effective. 

 

Yet as has been evident in recent decades, this political and economic control has been eroded 

mainly due to the economic rise of a handful of developing states that have begun to tip the 

scales in their favor. Western dominance of globally significant institutions, the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) in particular, has pushed the West back to the drawing board in order to 

counter and mitigate this recent development. 

 

                                                 
1
 In this thesis the term West, Western or the Western world will frequently be used in reference to the 

transatlantic duo, the United States and the European Union. I particular the US is considered the hegemon, the 

EU its closest partner and then there are individual states or groups of states that more or less align themselves 

with ―the West‖ politically and/or economically, to a varying degree. 
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A surge of trade talks have taken place across the world, both bilateral and regional at least 

not in the spirit of the WTO´s multilateral approach. The literature and scholars of 

international affairs disagree on the influence this will have on the multilateral framework of 

the future.  These regional trade negotiations that are conducted outside the forums of the 

WTO are either considered building blocks for the reemergence of WTO and its multilateral 

negotiations, and a necessity in resolving some of the stalemates that have developed within 

the organization. On the other hand there are skeptics that warn of the possibility that this 

regionalization could, especially if done wrong, result in a more fragmented world order. 

 

China and Russia are good examples of ―new‖ powers that are challenging the Western post-

war economic and political order. They have been actively engaging in developing trade 

zones in order to enhance their influence over their respective neighborhoods. China has been 

promoting the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) against the Trans 

Pacific Partnership (TPP) led by the US; both the US and China strive to bind the region in an 

economic cooperation, both talks are conducted on each giant’s terms and without the other. 

Similarly Russia has been leading the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) in order to 

consolidate its influence within the region and to counter increasing influence both from 

Europe and also from China. In a larger context China and Russia are a part of a group of 

developing or rising states, referred to as the BRICS
2
. This group of increasingly powerful 

states, that actively seek increased influence and higher status within the reigning global 

order, are sometimes seen as doing so at the cost of the traditional Western coalition. 

 

It is hard to say how these maneuvers will affect the global economy and the conduct of trade 

and finance in the world. But it is also clear that geopolitics and international trade are closely 

interlinked and do not happen independently in a vacuum. It is difficult to predict how these 

developments will turn out and given the complex relationships within the international 

political economy, how international trade will be conducted in the future. What clearly 

stands out though, are the great changes that are manifested in the power structures in 

international affairs. The growing capabilities in terms of political and economic power of 

many developing states outside the traditional West are having an enormous effect on the 

balance of power in the world. What once was a clear Western dominance, led by the US 

                                                 
2
 In addition to China and Russia, the BRICS group consists of Brazil, India and South-Africa. 
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hegemony, is increasingly becoming more economically multipolar. And increased economic 

affluence often means increased military power. 

 

These transitions of power at the top of the global hierarchy are nothing new, even though the 

stage may be different from times past; for example in terms of globalization, 

interdependence and nuclear proliferation. Within the theoretical framework of international 

relations and economics, it is interesting to ponder the goings-on in the global arena.  Why 

certain actions are committed and what are the driving forces behind them? 

 

The aim of this thesis is to show that the negotiations between the US and the EU on the 

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), is partially a manifestation of the on-

going power transition between the great powers of the world. The US which has been the 

worlds hegemon since the Second World War, has seen a relative decline in power in recent 

years. Therefore its actions of late can be seen as an indicator of its attempt to prolong its 

hegemony especially in the realm of international trade and economics. By building trade 

alliances with other great and medium states, it wishes to consolidate its power and hinder the 

inevitable power parity with its possible great power challengers. 

 

The main purpose of this thesis is to: 

1. Provide theoretical applications by supporting or weakening existing theories. 

2. Provide valuable applications in policy making. 

3. Provide extensive knowledge of the workings of great power politics and what to 

expect in certain aspects of international affairs. 

 

1.1. Methodology and Hypothesis 

 

In order to analyze the causes of the TTIP free trade negotiations between the US and the EU, 

a thorough content analysis will be done on official speeches and statements made my select 

public officials on both sides of the Atlantic. This will, thus, be an analysis and discussion of 

the geopolitical aspects behind TTIP. It is a work that analyses comments that support the 

theoretical view that the TTIP negotiations are just as much a geopolitical activity as they are 

an economic endeavor. The methodology is therefore qualitative in nature, a content analysis 

of geopolitical remarks regarding TTIP by select high ranking leaders both in Europe and the 
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United States. In order to support that work, TTIP will be analyzed both as an economic and 

political construct. 

 

Naturally economic factors dominate the discussions about TTIP, as it is fundamentally an 

economic enterprise. Nevertheless, there are obvious underlying geopolitical factors that can 

be detected by researching statements, speeches and other materials on the subject, factors 

that are in accordance with theory. Bringing forth these geopolitical connections, that can be 

seen in said materials, is perhaps the main goal of the thesis. It will seek to predict and 

theorize the underlying reasons for TTIP based on theory, perform a content analysis based on 

predefined rules and then conclude and discuss the main findings. 

 

Geopolitical aspects or connections to TTIP are shown by analyzing statements and 

comments made by US and EU officials. Additionally documents and papers on the topic of 

TTIP and theory are used to theorize about why it is that geopolitical factors are more likely 

to be the driver of TTIP rather than anything else, economic gains for example. 

 

In the content analysis, comments regarding the TTIP negotiations will be divided up into 3 

main categories, which divide the content based on its essence. Firstly there is the recognition 

that global power transitions are an important cause behind the TTIP project. Secondly there 

is the strife to strengthen and form alliances and coalitions that is manifested by regional trade 

deals like TTIP. And lastly, there is the purpose of consolidating power and influence in order 

to preserve Western (US) hegemony. To sum up, the three categories will be the following: 

Transitions, Coalition and Hegemony. The resulting narrative will then be an attempt to 

connect TTIP to strong geopolitical variables in order to support the main thesis. 

 

The research question is therefore: 

Internal and external factors have dramatically changed the international environment in 

recent years and decades. The financial crisis that began in 2007 crystalized the relative 

decline of the West in comparison to other parts of the world. With its staggering 

unemployment and economic stagnation it has come to the point that the European Union and 

the United States can no longer sit behind tariffs and quotas when trading with each other. At 

the same time both actors have undoubtedly been disappointed by the failures of international 

institutions such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) as a tool for the continuation of 

liberalizing international trade, in part because of their weakened leadership position and also 
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because of the unwillingness of others to follow. In this context, are the Transatlantic Trade 

and Investment Partnership or TTIP negotiations primarily an answer to the relative decline in 

geopolitical power of the West? 

 

Are the TTIP negotiations a reaction to the relative decline in geopolitical power of 

the West? 

 

My hypothesis is thus: 

After decades of undisputed superiority of the West in international affairs, a unipolar system 

and American hegemony, changes are unavoidable. Dramatic shifts in the balance of power 

have forced the United States and its closest allies in Europe to bilaterally open up its markets 

to each other in order to boost employment, growth and global economic prowess. The most 

likely outcome is a living but progressive yet inviting agreement that will set the stage for 

international trade agreements of the future. This will boost trade influence globally and force 

the BRICS to adhere to Western standards.  

Given the slow manifestation of economic gains and politically costly nature of economic 

changes, the main reason and future driving force for TTIP are its links to geopolitical issues. 

The power alterations of recent decades have forced the US and the EU to seek alternatives to 

the WTO in order to secure their dominance and influence in a changing world. The two 

partners are focusing back on bilateralism and transatlantic relations in order to gain a greater 

leverage within the international trading community and thus within the WTO. The rise of the 

BRICS and their growing influence has impeded the old hegemonic West to assert its power 

and influence within the international trade regime. 

 

 H1: Geopolitics is the main cause for the TTIP negotiations. 

  

H0: Other (economic) factors are the main cause for the TTIP negotiations. 

 

Because of recent power transitions caused by the rise of the BRICS and especially China, 

TTIP negotiations are being used as a tool to strengthen Western relations and consequently 

secure its continuing hegemony. TTIP negotiations are best explained as a necessary response 

to the relative decline of Western power. As these transitions have crippled global institutions 

traditionally supported by Western hegemony, the need to react arises. By consolidating 

Western coalition in order to reassert its dominance, the strengthening of transatlantic 
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relations are considered a key objective and that is where TTIP comes into the picture. 

Economic rationale is insufficient in explaining the TTIP negotiations, as the economic 

argument is hard to justify in the short and medium term, and thus politicians are reluctant to 

participate in ambitious trade liberalization projects purely on economic grounds. Also it is 

due to power transitions that the WTO has been ineffective as of late, resulting in trade talks 

being taken outside of the institution. Although its contents may be economic in nature, its 

timing and reason are largely geopolitical. 

 

I wish to show that the trade negotiations between the US and the EU, TTIP, are mainly 

motivated by geopolitics and issues of global dominance. 

Where my Dependent Variable (DV) is the TTIP negotiations and the Independent 

Variable (IV) is global power transitions (i.e. geopolitical motivations and global 

dominance). 

 

This connection will be shown by analyzing statements by officials both from the US and the 

EU in recent years, both before and after the negotiations were launched. 

 

The officials in question are:  

 

The United States: US President Barack Obama, US Vice President Joe Biden, US 

Secretary of State John Kerry and US Trade Representatives Michael Froman and 

Ron Kirk. 

 

  

The European Union: EU Council Presidents Herman Van Rompuy and Donald Tusk, 

EU Commission President José Manuel Durao Barroso and EU Commissioners of 

Trade Karel De Gucht and Cecilia Malmström. 

 

In order to be able to analyze the statements and speeches of the officials, certain ―key words‖ 

will be set forth in order to frame the analysis. A well-structured analysis will be kept in place 

so that the analysis on whether the texts support or refute the main hypothesis can be put 

forth. These ―key words‖ are: 
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Transitions: Power Transitions, Emerging Economies, Changing World, Time of 

Change, Global Challenges, Geo Transformations, China, BRICS and Geopolitical 

Uncertainty 

  

Coalitions: Trans Atlantisism, Values, Partnership, Alliance, Interests, the West, 

Atlantic Ties, Strategic Partners, Relationship, NATO, TTIP, Coalition. 

 

Hegemony: Leadership, Rules, Hegemony, Shaping the Future, Influence, Global 

Clout, World Order, Global Structure and Standards. 

 

It is rational to assume that there is a real selection bias against geopolitical factors when 

discussing an economic enterprise like TTIP, there should be no surprise there. Another 

important aspect of the thesis is the fact that the TTIP negotiations are being conducted at this 

point in time. It follows therefore, that an important question becomes not only ―Why TTIP‖ 

but also ―Why now‖? 

 

Essentially the former question could be explained by an economic rationale, which is to say 

that an economic endeavor in the form of a free trade agreement is being established between 

the US and the EU in order to bring economic benefits primarily for the two actors. This 

could become a powerful action in order to strengthen their respective economies, not only 

absolutely but also relatively, when looking at the global situation. On the other hand the 

timing of this action is more rooted in the changes that have been occurring in the 

international economy over the past few years, and became increasingly obvious after the 

financial crisis in 2007. What has therefore been the main driving force for a transatlantic free 

trade negation at this point in time, has more to do with changes in the geopolitical arena. 

That being said, even though the core function of TTIP as a trade agreement is economic in 

nature, the overarching reason for it at this point in time is essentially geopolitical. This view 

will be supported by Power Transition Theory and Hegemonic Stability Theory, in so that the 

actions of a hegemon that is faced by possible decline can be understood and more 

importantly the TTIP negotiations as a part of those actions. 
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1.2. In short 

 

The transatlantic relationship has been a cornerstone in US and Western international 

hegemony since the end of the Second World War. In recent decades it has become ever more 

obvious that the relative power of the West has been in decline, most recently developments 

within the up and coming BRICS have put a special focus on this fact. As these transitions in 

the international environment continue to manifest, the West, led by the hegemonic leadership 

of the US, struggles to adapt to these changes. 

 

Even though trade negotiations are most obviously an economically driven enterprise, the 

environment in which TTIP is negotiated, suggests that ultimately geopolitical transitions that 

have been occurring in the last decades, manifested in the rise of certain developing states, are 

the main driving force behind these bilateral negotiations. Would it not be because of the 

failure of the WTO to essentially evolve the international trade regime in the direction that is 

deemed necessary by the West, there would have been very little incentive to get into this 

bilateral direction, away from the previously successful multilateral framework. The 

economics matter, because these negotiations need to present sound economic rationale and 

attempt to solve problems that international trade is faced with. It needs to be both considered 

an addition to the stagnated WTO framework and also to be capable of convince others to 

join. Its size will also automatically help in that regard. But in the short and medium term the 

pure economic effects of such a trade deal are often difficult to monitor and hard to measure 

accurately. Losses being concentrated and quick, but the larger gains slow to materialize and 

widespread in society. Nevertheless in the long term, liberalization should promote growth, 

foster specialization and efficiency and ultimately make the participating markets more 

competitive in the global context. Not to mention the peaceful influence of economic 

integration. 

 

The TTIP negotiations are more than anything else, motivated by geopolitical transitions. 

Increasing and further institutionalizing trade between the US and EU is a way of deepening 

Transatlantic relations. Strengthening the transatlantic relationship is a solid move in order to 

reinforce and reaffirm western leadership in global affairs which has seen an obvious decline 

that most clearly can be seen in the ineffectiveness of WTO to address international trade 

issues in the last decade or so. Thus strong leadership must be reinforced and acquired by 
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consolidating, and in some cases expanding, the coalition of the West of integrated and 

satisfied states. The US´s trade ambitions both in the Atlantic and the Pacific are a strong 

indicator of this behavior. As the leader of the Western coalition they have begun to construct 

large trade agreements to both contain and eventually allure or even force rival great states to 

adhere to their rules and their leadership. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

 

One of the most interesting theories in international relations, when it comes to predicting 

patterns of peace and conflict, is Power Transition Theory (PTT). In conjunction with 

Hegemonic Stability Theory (HST), the notion is that the international system tends to be 

hegemonic, and under unipolar conditions it is most stable and peaceful. Despite the stability, 

the system is in constant motion and states are transitioning within their respected hierarchies 

as well as between different levels of power and influence. 

 

The strongest rationale for free international trade is to be found within theories of economics, 

most notably comparative advantage. Generally it is accepted within the economic discipline 

that free trade enriches economies in material wealth, thus the more free trade the better. Free 

trade that empowers economies is therefore both important economically as well as politically 

as economic strength is strongly related to states´ capabilities and their ability to project 

power in the international arena. The project of free trade agreements is both important 

economically as well as politically. It is thus safe to say that the TTIP negotiations have both 

implications for economic as well as geopolitical variables. In the coming sections an 

overview of the relevant theories will be put forth in order to construct a theoretical backbone 

and a frame of analysis. 

 

2.1. International Trade Theory 

 

Economic theories underline the economics and economic reasoning for conducting free trade 

and institutionalizing free trade agreements. The economics of international free trade are 

profoundly influenced by David Ricardo´s notion of comparative advantage, that is to say that 

all economies can benefit from trade (David, 1817). Whether developed or developing, trade 

will produce more overall gains than no trade at all or less trade, and what will ultimately 

dictate the flows of trade are the opportunity costs associated with production. It is accepted 

that trade liberalization creates winners and losers, thus it should fall within the sphere of 

politics to address those distribution effects; but the fact remains that absolute gains will be 

produced and all could be better off. 
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Contemporary international trade theories and policies are more or less based on Ricardo´s 

ideas and theory on trade. His assumptions form the basis for the rationale for why liberal 

international trade is beneficial and why states create institutions to promote international 

trade. Theoretically it is mostly accepted by economists that free international trade will 

generate absolute gains for the nations of the globe, strengthen individual states economies 

and provide welfare that was not available beforehand (Feenstra, 2015; Krugman, 2008). Thus 

it is rationally intuitive that economically focused entities should be accepting of liberalized 

international trade. By extrapolating from the notion of comparative advantage, it is stated 

that all can benefit from liberal trade, both with trade between rich countries but more 

importantly, that poor countries which are faced with absolute disadvantage versus their richer 

counterparts can also benefit from free international trade with their advantaged richer 

partners. 

 

At the same time, economic theory recognizes that this may not always be the case, as is 

apparent in reality. Most notably it attempts to explain why some agents might want to free-

ride, cheat or even outright not participate in trade arrangements (Feenstra, 2015; Krugman, 

2008). These behaviors can be seen as the temptation of individual countries to use tariffs in 

order to move the terms of trade in their favor. A conduct that is referred to as ―beggar thy 

neighbor‖ policy, because it comes at the expense of foreign trade partners, a policy that has 

the potential to create a negative-sum tariff game for a group of trading states. In addition, 

problems around asymmetric information and other market imperfections; the theory tries to 

explain why sometimes this pro-trade behavior is not always realized. Therefore it is 

concerned about these problems and extensively discusses why they occur and what actions 

can be made to tackle them (Feenstra, 2015; Krugman, 2008). This entails that discussions 

about free trade and free trade agreements are more often than not about these problems and 

practical ways to mitigate or eliminate them by implementing structural changes, most 

notably by institutions like the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and its 

successor the WTO. 

 

What economic theory does not cover, for apparent reasons, is the international aspect of 

security. Given that one of the fundamental factors in state behavior is namely its security, 

economic theory often falls short when trying to make predictions about international trade 

and its institutions. These institutions are essentially political constructs and are hugely 

influenced by the geopolitical landscape they operate within. International economics are a 
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vital element for the analysis of that very complex system, but certainly not enough. Another 

shortcoming of economic theory is that it is more interested in absolute gains of certain 

systems rather than relative gains, thus often underestimating apparent resistance to 

―beneficial‖ trade. Therefore in addition to economic theory one needs to look at security or 

more importantly relative security which is fundamentally paramount to state behavior, in 

order to understand the workings of the international arena. 

 

2.2. Hegemonic Stability Theory 

 

Hegemonic Stability Theory (HST) is used to underline the importance of a hegemonic power 

in order to sustain a global liberalized trade regime. That notion is then used to support, 

understand and predict the changes that happen when hegemonic power becomes diminished 

and what implications such power transitions can have. A hegemon not only builds 

international institutions in order to produce the necessary environment for liberal free trade 

out of pure altruism but more importantly, in order to increase its security and survivability. 

By setting the standards for politics and trade on the international field, it further increases its 

influence in all matters of geopolitics. 

 

Hegemonic stability theory argues that international economic openness and stability is most 

likely when there is a single dominant state, as the distribution of power is primarily 

determinant of the character of the international economic system, Therefore a hegemonic 

distribution of power is the most conducive of the establishment of a stable and open 

international economic system (Webb & Krasner, 1989). Even though HST has its origins in 

liberal economic theory it has been influenced by realist notions of security and power 

relations, further strengthening its relevance within international relations. 

 

Originally hegemonic stability was an idea coined by the economic historian Charles 

Kindleberger, in 1973; his book ―The World in Depression‖ was an analysis of the Great 

Depression and the reasons for why it had occurred. His primary findings came down to the 

notion that it was the absence of a strong and willing leader, which could have supported and 

enforced the global economic system, that was the main reason for why the system failed. In 

the absence of a strong enough leader, the incentives of individual states to resort to 

protectionism and free riding led to the negative spiral for the open trading order. It was the 
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inability of the British and the unwillingness of the US to perform mainly five important 

functions that caused the 1929 depression and its severity. These functions were; (1) to 

maintain a relatively open market for distress goods; (2) to provide countercyclical, or at least 

stable, long-term lending; (3) policing a relatively stable system of exchange rates; (4) 

ensuring the coordination of macroeconomic policies; and (5) acting as a lender of last resort 

by discounting or otherwise providing liquidity in financial crisis (Kindleberger, 1973). 

 

Shortly after Robert Gilpin and Stephen D. Krasner picked up on the idea of hegemonic 

stability in their respective writings on the global economic order (Gilpin, 1975; Krasner, 

1976). Just as Kindleberger they viewed Britain in the late nineteenth century as a hegemon 

that provided stability and liberalized trade, and that after the Second World War the US had 

retained the status of a global hegemon. It followed that in the absence of a hegemon, 

international economic liberalization would erode and greater instability would emerge, 

warning that the decline in US hegemonic status in the 1970´s would have the aforementioned 

consequences (Webb & Krasner, 1989). In more recent literature US hegemonic status was 

said to have stabilized somewhat, then again the strong hegemonic status was evident by the 

end of the Cold War when the Soviet Union collapsed. What followed was roughly a decade 

of US supremacy, resulting in further liberalization of world trade, democratization and 

multilateral international cooperation. 

 

Despite the similarities Kindleberger, with his insight into game theory and liberal economics, 

focused on mutual gains and assumed that all countries would stand to gain from the 

hegemons production of the public good of international economic stability. Without a 

hegemon individual smaller states would on their own be incentivized to avoid participating 

in its cost by free riding and hoping for others to uphold the system, and in a system of only 

small and medium sized states, such public good would not be produced. On the other hand a 

sufficiently powerful and motivated hegemon could find its prize worth paying. Gilpin and 

Krasner also introduced the notion of security in to the equation, arguing that only in a 

hegemonic system the hegemon can promote liberalization without jeopardizing its security 

(Webb & Krasner, 1989). Kindleberger assumed that since all states would benefit from the 

increased trade and stability the system should endure, underlying the absolute gains effect.  

The security version introduced by Gilpin and Krasner, added that even though the gains 

might be mutual and absolute, they might not be equally distributed and thus affecting the 

relative power of states. Common interest in the system might therefore not be shared equally 
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by everyone. Following that argument, these relative gains could begin to threaten the security 

of powerful states, in which case resistance could start to build up against the ―mutually 

beneficial‖ trade order (Webb & Krasner, 1989). 

 

Hegemonic stability theory predicts that hegemonies can positively influence stability and 

economic wellbeing. A hegemonic state is able to assert leadership through its dominant 

position in the world economy (Yarbrough & Yarbrough, 1987). It is important that the 

hegemon is willing to support international cooperation within relevant international 

organizations, and by its leadership convince other states to follow or defer to it (Yarbrough 

& Yarbrough, 1987). In most cases liberalization and cooperation in international trade can be 

viewed as a public good that must be produced by the hegemon because other non-hegemonic 

states have strong incentives to become free-riders when it comes to maintaining the liberal 

trading system. Not to say that the hegemon is the only benevolent actor, but possibly he is 

the only one that can fully realize the costs of not maintaining the system and thus does so in 

its own interest. 

 

To avoid abandoning the liberalized agreements and to avoid the costs of protectionism, 

individual countries must regard the rewards of the trading system as deterrence to 

participating in opportunism. Usually the costs of a single state´s opportunism is paid by its 

trading partners, thus the hegemonic cooperation is focused on providing benefits to avoid 

such ―beggar thy neighbor‖ opportunism (Yarbrough & Yarbrough, 1987). Hegemonic 

cooperation is mutually beneficial to all participants, but there is no certainty of equitable 

distribution of said gains. Similarly Keohane (1984) acknowledged that; ―hegemonic 

leadership can help to create a pattern of order. Cooperation is not antithetical to hegemony; 

on the contrary, hegemony depends on a certain kind of asymmetrical cooperation, which 

successful hegemons support and maintain‖. Thus the present day international economic 

system was constructed and supported by the US after the Second World War, underlining the 

importance of hegemonies not only in maintaining a liberal trade order but also in its creation 

(Keohane, 1984). 

 

Looking at the early days of US-led hegemonic cooperation, it is informative to take a closer 

look at the GATT system in its early days. The US promoted the entire GATT system and in 

exchange for support, continued to tolerate a number of practices that it would otherwise not 

have. These include a preference system between Britain and the Commonwealth countries, 
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the use of quotas for balance-of payment problems and the continuation of tariffs and quotas 

by the worlds least developed countries (Yarbrough & Yarbrough, 1987). Additionally the US 

tolerated discrimination against its own products both in Europe and elsewhere in the early 

stages of the GATT project. Mixed with the Marshall Aid program it is safe to say that these 

actions could be considered ―carrots‖ for joining and participating in the hegemon´s 

liberalization project, while ―sticks‖ were reserved for punishing or restricting protectionist 

tendencies. Slowly but surely the US started pushing other countries towards liberalization 

but only at a mutually acceptable pace (Yarbrough & Yarbrough, 1987). The success of the 

GATT, later to become the WTO, was and is crucially dependent on US hegemonic 

leadership in the world trading system. Given the relatively nonexistent enforcement powers 

that international institutions have over sovereign states, a strong enforcer and arbitrator in the 

form of a willing and supportive hegemon is likely to be necessary for the longevity and 

success of such institutions and consequently a liberal global order. 

 

Given the potentials of international trade and its economically mutually beneficial outcomes, 

it is safe to say that whether or not such liberal order can exist or survive in a non-hegemonic 

environment is an interesting question. While different stages and intensity of liberal trade can 

exist, the main question here is: In what way do hegemonies affect international trade? 

According to HST, liberalized trade and political stability is most likely when there is a 

willing and able hegemon, which through its dominating global status, asserts leadership, and 

promotes and supports a liberal world order. 

 

Hegemonic stability theory is often used for its explanation for successful endeavors in the 

international system and also failures in that system. The theory claims that the presence of a 

single and strong dominant actor in international politics leads to collectively desirable 

outcomes for all states in the international system. At the same time the absence of a hegemon 

is associated with disorder in the world system and undesirable outcomes for individual states 

(Snidal, 1985). The idea that a hegemon can assert its power and leadership to benefit the 

global community can also raise questions regarding the extent, distribution and inclusivity of 

these benefits. 

 

As states willingly enter into agreements between themselves it is safe to say that such 

contracts are mutually beneficial for all participating parties. Despite these mutual benefits it 

can sometimes become advantageous to cheat or break the contract. There is a strong 
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argument in these situations, that in the absence of an enforcer an international institution or a 

hegemonic state, the system becomes more insecure and unstable (Yarbrough & Yarbrough, 

1987). Such insecurity and chaos contributes to increased anarchy in the system which then 

greatly influences economic cooperation and trade in a negative way. A hegemonic state can 

facilitate cooperation in the form of supporting multilateral institutions like the World Trade 

Organization (WTO), a successor to the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). If 

the liberal global trading order is to be desired, there is a reason to be fearful of this 

manifestation of the international anarchy, as it may at best halt this ongoing liberalization of 

international trade but at its worst push this development backwards into protectionism and 

mercantilist economic behavior of states (Yarbrough & Yarbrough, 1987). 

 

In the face of diminished hegemonic power, the general assumption is that cooperation and 

order will suffer. The rules and norms of international conduct will suffer as their associated 

international institutions will start to lose their appeal and efficiency. Slight alternative to this 

assumption was presented by Keohane (1984) in his book ―After Hegemony‖, where he 

suggested international trade regimes were harder to establish than to maintain, Therefore it 

could be that the institutions left behind by the hegemonic period could be strong enough on 

their own, given the complex interdependence of the states in the system and strong 

dependence on world trade (Keohane, 1984; Keohane & Nye, 1977). This would result in a 

relatively stable and open global cooperation, even in the absence of a hegemon. This view 

was supported by some relatively turbulent instances in international affairs such as the Oil 

Crisis of 1973 for example. What this boils down to, is the question if the US has or has not 

maintained its hegemonic status from the end of the Second World War through to this day. 

US relative superiority has certainly diminished since 1945 and fluctuated in different periods, 

but one could argue that even at the height of the Cold War and during the time when Soviet 

power was at its greatest, the US retained its hegemonic status. Two important events were 

critical for the US hegemony. Firstly the split that happened within the communist block 

between Russia and China and secondly the breakup of the Soviet Union as the greatest 

contender to US hegemony. The former strengthened the US led West´s relative power 

towards the communist world, but after the end of the Cold War the absence of any credible 

contender, not only galvanized the hegemonic position of the US but also assimilated most of 

the former Soviet bloc under the wing of the US and its allies. This strengthened the US and 

the West, its international institutions and the liberal global order even further, prolonging US 

hegemony. 
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The appeal of hegemonic stability theory lies in the fact that it points out how dominance may 

be reflected in leadership rather than exploitation, Therefore American hegemony and 

possible increase in global disorder could reflect dissenting views as to the virtues of 

American leadership (Snidal, 1985). A collective action of a few large and powerful states in 

order to preserve hegemonic cooperation, may in fact have particular interests of its own, thus 

instead of producing truly public goods they could favor more private benefits (Snidal, 1985). 

Viewed as a beginning rather than as a conclusion about international politics, hegemonic 

stability theory does lead us towards a better understanding of the basis of international 

cooperation (Snidal, 1985). Thus, it becomes interesting to reflect on what happens when 

hegemonies start to decline in relative power and increasingly lose their capabilities to support 

and enforce conformity with their ―status-quo‖ or world order. 

 

2.3. Power Transition Theory 

 

Power Transition Theory (PTT) creates the theoretical framework within which the transitions 

of power that are happening today in the international arena are to be understood. It views the 

global system as a hierarchical reverse-pyramid like structure that consists of different states 

that are ranked by their aggregate power or capabilities (Organski, 1958). There is a hegemon 

at the top, followed by a few great powers then medium powers and lastly small powers at the 

bottom. Most interesting and influential occurrences happen when power transition is about to 

take place, that is to say when a great state rises in power so that it reaches parity with the 

reigning hegemon. Depending on the ambition of this challenging great power during this 

period of parity, the theory attempts to explain how it will proceed. Here the likelihood of 

great power war is at its highest, which will naturally echo through the whole system, leaving 

no actor untouched. 
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Diagram 1 Structure of the global system 

 

Power transition theory has enjoyed quite a success in predictability and explanatory fashion 

and is by many considered to be one of the best candidates to theorize about great power 

wars. It has naturally been refined over the last few decades and taken on some additions as 

the literature has evolved over the course of time. An important addition is to not only look at 

the great powers themselves in a vacuum but also at the alliances that are formed around these 

hegemons and great powers (Kim, 1991). Such alliances of content and discontent great, 

medium and small states are also needed in order to accurately predict aggregate power and 

thus when a power transition is about to take place. These alliances can be volatile and thus 

alliance or coalition building can be seen taking place especially when a challenging great 

power gets closer to power parity with a reigning hegemon. 

 

The notion of content and discontent states is important in predicting how a possible power 

transition will play out (Organski, 1958; Organski & Kugler, 1980). As before, the question of 

how content a rising power is with the hegemonic system in place is explanatory to the level 

of friction that is likely to occur as power transition takes place. The level of friction between 

the two states at the top, will determine the level of conflict, ranging from a peaceful 

transition to a great power war. Additionally as mentioned before it is important to 

incorporate the notion of alliances, to better reflect the reality of the current order of world 

politics (Kim, 1991). As hegemons work towards implementing their order on the 

international community, to increase their security and further cementing their position at the 

top of the hierarchy, they install international institutions, standards and norms (Rauch, 2013). 
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The hegemon thus must make sure that such an order has the ―majority vote‖. If not done 

properly by the hegemon, its leadership will most likely be challenged and is unlikely to 

remain stable for long. 

 

As the internal power of states changes over time, their relative geopolitical power follows. 

Thus a ―majority vote‖ at one time is not necessarily sufficient at another time. In light of 

these relative power shifts between states the need to continuously reform coalitions has to 

happen if a hegemon wishes to lead a content majority and wield power, resulting in 

maximizing its security and self-preservation. In this light, it is most enlightening to view the 

changes and transitions that are happening on the world stage today.  

 

What power transition theory is most interested in is peace and conflict in a given system. 

Simply put, the theory predicts that conflict and war is most likely during a transition of 

power between a hegemonic state and a rising great power, especially if the latter is 

dissatisfied with the current hegemonic system (Organski, 1958; Organski & Kugler, 1980). 

At its core power transition theory sheds its focus on the most powerful states their inclination 

for war and desire to maintain and change the structure of the international system. The theory 

is a mixture of realist and liberal thought. As well as being concerned with power and its 

important role, it is not exclusively concerned with it. Additionally, the theory is concerned 

with general satisfaction with the international system or the ―status quo‖, and by inference it 

is also interested in patterns of diplomacy, economic, and military interactions of states within 

the international system (Lemke, 1997). 

 

When he introduced power transition theory Organski described the international status quo 

as (Organski, 1958); ―A powerful nation [that] tends to set up a system of relations with lesser 

states which can be an ‘order’ because the relations are stabilized. In time, everyone comes 

to know what kind of behavior to expect from the others, habits and patterns are established, 

[and] certain rules as to how these relations ought to be carried grow to be accepted by all 

parties … Certain nations are recognized as leaders … Trade is conducted along recognized 

channels … diplomatic relations also fall into recognized patterns. Certain nations are 

expected to support other nations … There are rules of diplomacy; there are even rules of 

war‖. The dominant state establishes an international order with rules that direct political, 

economic, diplomatic and military interactions. The dominant country establishes this order 

because it derives benefits in the form of wealth, security and prestige from doing so (Lemke, 
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1997). Consequently, great states can get into conflict when they are unhappy with the way 

that rewards are being divided. The status quo thus refers to how goods are distributed in the 

international order, as it sets in stone how the dominant state would like other states in the 

world to behave, this results in benefits that are potentially worth defending. 

 

Internal growth, according to PTT, determines a country´s power and because growth rates 

and growth potentials differ across states, relative power among states is constantly changing. 

Therefore, occasionally one country grows so much that it achieves power parity with the 

international system´s dominant state (Lemke, 1997). What is important, when power parity is 

reached, is the fact whether the rising power is satisfied when it comes to the status quo or 

not. If it is unsatisfied the likelihood of confrontation and possibly war is higher. Should it 

demand changes or abolishment of the current order it is likely to resist the old hegemons 

leadership, further increasing counter resistance from the old dominant state and thus 

escalating confrontations ever more. In the event of a war it would be fought for control over 

the status quo, the ability to reconstruct the international diplomatic, economic and military 

relations (Lemke & Tammen, 2003). But importantly and as long as the dominant state 

maintains power preponderance the system should remain unchallenged, stable and at peace 

(Lemke, 1997; Organski, 1958). Only when an unsatisfied great power rises to power parity 

with the reigning dominant state, is great power war possible. 

 

Diagram 2 Power parity results in instability 
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Diagram 3 Power preponderance brings stability 

 

There are two criteria that need to be fulfilled in order to anticipate a great power war; firstly, 

there needs to be power parity at the top of the international system, and secondly, the rising 

challenger needs to be unsatisfied with the current ―status quo‖ (Organski, 1958; Organski & 

Kugler, 1980). Thus, war should not break out if the rising power is satisfied, also if the 

unsatisfied state is not on par with the dominant power. A satisfied state will not initiate war 

because the marginal gains from fighting would be none, thus a satisfied great power is 

pacific and the rules of realist power politics do not apply (Tammen, 2008). Because the 

international structure or the status quo, according to power transition theory, dictates that 

relations between satisfied states on the one hand and satisfied and unsatisfied states on the 

other hand, are very different things, the status quo clearly differentiates power transition 

theory from purely realist thought (Lemke, 1997). There are stark differences in state attitudes 

towards the international order, which will profoundly influence their behavior and ultimately 

war and peace. 

 

When Organski published his book ―World Politics‖ in 1958, the international arena was 

heavily characterized by rivalry between the US and the Soviet Union, the Cold War was 

quite hot. Literature on international politics was dominated by balance of power theory that 

had its origins in realist thought and assumed that the reigning bipolar structure was the most 

stable international order (Morgenthau, 1960; Waltz, 1979). In the eyes of balance of power 

theorists, the end of the Cold War and the unipolar structure it brought with it was an order 

that one should be concerned about. As the balance of power shifted so drastically away from 

bipolar balance towards unipolarity or power preponderance, the stability and order of the 

system should have been reduced. On the other hand, adherents of power transition theory 
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saw the international system as more stable and orderly, in power preponderance, where there 

was less challenge and power struggle at the top of the state hierarchy. The US was to become 

more dominating and their superiority and leadership would face less resistance. With Russian 

democratization and economic liberalization; Russia would become more integrated and 

dependent on the liberal trade order and hopefully a satisfied great power. Western ―status 

quo‖ could become even more accepted and dominating in the international space. 

 

Power transition theory fundamentally views the bipolarity of the Cold War as a unipolar 

phase. Even though the Soviet Union grew very fast in power in the first decades after the 

Second World War, it never actually achieved power parity with the US (Lemke, 1997). It 

and its allies were undoubtedly not satisfied with the capitalist world order supported by the 

West, but they never really became anything more than a potential challenger. In the end it 

was the internal economic order within the Soviet Union that lost ground and it was unable to 

reach the US in power. Basically, it was the stagnation in the internal growth of the Soviet 

Union that restricted its ascent to reach real power parity and become a credible challenger to 

the US and its status quo. Just as Organski had pointed out, it is the internal growth of a 

country that determines its power (Organski, 1958). 

 

Just as power transition theorists were optimistic about the stability of the international 

system after the Cold War had ended, they were also aware of the most probable scenario of 

the future, namely the rise of India and China (Organski, 1958). Just as growth rates are 

different between countries and fundamentally that is what determines power, the growth 

potential for populous nations like China and India could become tremendous. In recent years 

the growth and growth potential both in China and India has become increasingly obvious. 

Especially interesting is how China has adopted market economics and participated in the 

relevant international institutions in order to increase their participation in international trade. 

This has in many respects brought them incredible economic growth in the last three decades 

and they are projected to surpass the US in terms of GDP by the mid of this century. This is 

where the fundamental question arises; will China be a satisfied or unsatisfied challenger 

when and if it gets close to power parity with the US?  

 

In terms of great power relations the world is a much safer place now than when it saw the 

height of the Soviet power during the Cold War. And in order to prolong this safety the 

powerful and satisfied nations will have to remain vigilant and fully engaged in international 
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relations, paying close attention to the factors discussed in PTT, in order to avoid great power 

conflicts and preserve peace (Lemke, 1997). Attempting to incorporate and include rising 

powers in the liberal world order, to reduce friction at the highest echelons of power. 

 

2.4. Theoretical Frame 

 

In order to construct a frame for this thesis, three theories are covered, International Trade 

Theory (ITT), Hegemonic Stability Theory (HST) and Power Transition Theory (PTT). It is 

fair to assume that PTT is at the forefront and the most important piece in said frame. It lays 

the foundation by describing the structure of international politics. Within its hierarchical and 

anarchy-ridden reverse pyramid description of the international environment, it attempts to 

describe the relationships that exist and formulate the transitions that can happen. Most 

importantly it describes the different kinds of scenarios that are likely to happen as these 

transitions occur, depending most importantly on satisfaction with the international ―status 

quo‖. In order to get a better view on the main focus of this thesis, namely the Transatlantic 

Trade and Investment Partnership or TTIP, HST is inserted into the PTT world structure in an 

attempt to better understand the coalition and world order aspect of the TTIP negotiations. 

Also it underlines the importance of hegemony and its implications for a stable and 

prosperous liberal ―status quo‖. HST directly ties into the challenge to hegemony due to 

power transitions, which have been observed in the last decade with the rise of China and the 

increasing political and economic clout of the BRICS countries, and the questions it raises for 

the future of international affairs. In this thesis, PTT and HST are used in a complementary 

fashion to shed light on the geopolitics of TTIP and what these political manifestations are. 

The implementation of ITT in order to complete the theoretical frame is mainly to give 

credence to the fact that TTIP is essentially an economic endeavor by definition, and as such 

it is important to understand the general rationale for trade liberalization and the liberal trade 

order. It is not detrimental to the frame, its presence does indeed strengthen it by describing 

the reasons behind international trade, but equally as importantly, it shows the limits of purely 

economic reasoning in order to fully understand the international trade order. 
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3. Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 

 

Negotiations on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) were launched in 

June 2013 at Lough Erne, Ireland. This happened during a G8 summit and at its 

announcement UK Prime Minister David Cameron pointed out its possible economic benefits 

while US President Barak Obama emphasized its importance to strengthening transatlantic 

relations (PARLIAMENT & Committee). This is not the first time EU-US trade pact has been 

contemplated. Between 1994 and 1996 a Transatlantic Free Trade Area (TAFTA) was under 

discussion, but formal negotiations were never started. According to the UK government this 

was the case in order to ensure the stability of the newly formed World Trade Organization 

(WTO) and avoid creating a fault line in global trading patterns (PARLIAMENT & 

Committee). Which is a strong indicator of the connection Atlantic relations; TTIP 

negotiations and the multilateral institutional order have between themselves. 

 

Older more static and tariff focused literature suggested that trade creation was where there 

had been no trade due to barriers before (Viner, 1950). Thus allocation of resources, goods 

and labor would become more economical with less barriers and more trade. The literature 

was also somewhat focused on the costs of regional and bilateral trade development, rather 

than the optimal multilateral approach. Because of trade diversion 3
rd

 parties could stand to 

lose trade shares even if they were fundamentally more economical. Free trade areas (FTA) 

and customs unions (CU) that are often representative of regional trade agreements, can divert 

trade away from outside actors towards less economic insiders, which could lead away from 

overall welfare increase and foster relatively inefficient production within the FTA or CU 

(Freytag, Draper, & Fricke, 2014). Trade distortion could also happen as investment would be 

directed into the zone in order to qualify for the zero tariff barriers or commonly referred to as 

tariff-jumping. One could also see strong ―rules of origin‖ regulations or other exclusionary 

measures, in order to prevent influx of 3
rd

 party goods coming through the lowest possible 

entry barrier, which can happen in the case of FTA´s not CU. Rules of origin can be seen as 

further discrimination(Freytag et al., 2014). In addition to the static model focused on 

increased trade and higher GDP, there are newer more dynamic models for productivity 

growth, expanded capital accumulation and investment (Erixon & Bauer, 2010). Increased 

productivity comes also from increased import competition and some suggest that the 

dynamic longer lasting effects are likely more important than the static ones. Trade has 
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changed a lot in the recent decades from the classical; ―goods produced in one country then 

sold in another‖ to a more complex and fragmented production processes or global value 

chains (GVC´s) (Freytag et al., 2014). Therefore clear cut ―trade creation vs. trade diversion‖ 

is not leading the debate anymore. Considering magnitude of economic integration, relative 

similarities in cost and production structures as well as generally low tariffs and cross-border 

barriers to trade; it can be expected that intra-industry trade and greater specialization will be 

promoted through TTIP, and given the low border barriers to trade it is likely that the main 

impacts will come from lowering regulatory barriers (Erixon & Bauer, 2010). 

 

The proposed influence of regional integration on the multilateral order has been changing. 

Not so long ago, any form of regionalization was considered a stumbling block with regards 

to multilateral liberalization because of possible trade diversion (Bhagwati & Panagariya, 

1996). Today the literature suggests that additional variables need to be considered, namely 

scope and depth of the integration including standards, size of the trade block itself, openness 

toward third countries and the nature of investment regulation. Generally regional maneuvers 

are viewed more positively today than in the past (R. E. Baldwin & Seghezza, 2010). It is 

concluded in the World Trade Report (2011), that regional and multilateral approaches to 

trade cooperation are not incompatible. The task for governments is to ensure that preferential 

trade agreements (PTA) complement the multilateral system because the multilateral system 

minimizes the negative effects from PTA (Krishna, Mansfield, & Mathis, 2012).  

 

The overall effects of TTIP will mainly be determined by the enormous sizes of both 

economies, extensive intra-firm trade between them and high levels of intra-industry trade 

(Freytag et al., 2014). It is by far the largest bilateral economic relationship in the world, 40% 

of world GDP (Erixon & Bauer, 2010). Expected further elimination of trade barriers will 

have significant effects for the involved parties as well as 3
rd

 parties. A very important thing 

to consider is that the main driver of this integration is intra-firm trade, it represents roughly 

30% of transatlantic trade and 50% of all US foreign affiliates are located in the EU, and 75% 

of all European affiliates are located in the US (Erixon & Bauer, 2010). Baldwin (2014a) 

argues that 21
st
 century regionalism deals with disciplines facilitating the flows of goods and 

factors within global production networks or global value chains (GVC) rather than with 

preferential market access. This contributes to the fact that discrimination between insiders 

and outsiders becomes very difficult and much less likely than in the 20
th

 century trade 

setting. Baldwin (2014a) goes on to say that modern agreements between developed partners 
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require unilateral reform measures, an integration that is deeper than agreed upon in the 

WTO, such as intellectual property, capital flows and competition policy; measures likely to 

be a defining aspect of TTIP. 

 

The international trade and investment environment has been expanding in three dimensions 

in recent years, that is to say institutionally, thematically and geographically (Meunier & 

Morin, 2015). By institutionally what is meant is the fact that increasingly in recent years, 

international trade and investment has become the focus of different institutional forms. 

Today in addition to the more traditional intergovernmental, customs unions and bilateral 

agreements we now have plutilateral-sectoral agreements, trade summits, private 

organizations, and ―mega regionals‖ like TTIP; just to name a few. Secondly a thematic 

expansion describes how the conversation on international trade has started to incorporate 

issues that were initially not considered to be within the sphere of international trade. 

Regulatory issues such as harmonization, information, crime and corruption, that were 

initially not a part of the core WTO agenda, but are becoming increasingly relevant and iconic 

for contemporary trade negotiations (R. Baldwin, 2014b). The third expanding dimension of 

the trade and investment complex is geographical. There has been an explosion in the number 

of countries and negotiating hubs for international trade talks. This has changed the 

environment considerably as it has reduced the strategic importance and advantage that once 

existed with select forums and nations. Taken together developments on these three fronts 

have thus greatly increased the complexity of the international trade system (Meunier & 

Morin, 2015) 

 

The intention is that a TTIP agreement should create an institutional underpinning for 

sustained cooperation between EU and US regulators, so that regulatory barriers to 

transatlantic trade can be tackled on an ongoing basis. An agreement that would on one hand 

include agreements on a number of tariff, non-tariff, norms, standards and regulations and so 

on, but also have a living part that would be structured in such a way that with time it could 

lead to a more harmonious regulation than is the case today (PARLIAMENT & Committee). 

It is safe to say that TTIP is not just another trade agreement, because of the fact that the US 

and the EU account for over half of world GDP, thus it is certain that any agreement between 

these actors will have consequences all over the globe. Not only would TTIP affect other 

states but just as likely to potentially affect the multilateral trading system as well (R. E. 
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Baldwin & Seghezza, 2010). By that being said it is a project that not only touches on trade 

and economics but just as importantly has a strategic and geopolitical dimension to it as well. 

 

Trade negotiations have changed in three dramatic ways during the last two or three decades 

(Siles-Brugge, 2014). First off the focus has moved away from traditional at the border tariff 

reduction towards a more behind the border non-tariff barriers to trade, which can be seen as a 

more intrusive endeavor ultimately touching on state economic sovereignty. Secondly despite 

the relative paralysis of the WTO as the main stage for international trade negotiations and the 

disappointments regarding the Doha rounds, trade talks have been abundant around the globe. 

Away from the multilateral system an increasing number of states have been partaking in 

trade negotiations with one another. Which brings about the third change, as gone are the days 

of Western ―monopoly‖ of trade talks, where increasingly emerging markets are proactively 

negotiating trade deals for themselves. This diffusion of economic and trade power has also 

been attributed to the slowdown of the multilateral WTO system. But not only are there more 

proactive state actors but there are also increasingly vocal and capable non-governmental 

actors that influence the international trade environment. There are not only profit seeking 

firms and corporations that try to influence trade policies but also nonprofit organizations 

(Siles-Brugge, 2014). Undeniably there is a connection between the ever intrusive aspect of 

non-tariff barrier reduction into the domestic sphere, and increased participation of civil 

society. 

 

3.1. Economic Factors 

 

By the end of the Second World War, technological advances had reduced the costs of 

transportation and communication dramatically. Additionally, manufacturing had become 

increasingly efficient and the number of industrialized countries had risen dramatically. This 

development has had dramatic influence on the nature of international trade. Increasingly 

international trade became intra-industry trade, unlike the traditional raw materials and food 

traded for manufactured goods as had been the case before. These changes have had profound 

changes on the trading structure of the global economy. 

 

Overall US-EU trade is characterized by low tariff environment but there are sectorial 

differences and tariff peaks on certain products and product groups, agriculture being a good 
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example. Over all an ad valorem estimate of the average tariff protection is 2,2% in the US 

and 3,3% in the EU (Fontagné, Gourdon, & Jean, 2013). Therefore tariff liberalization is 

unlikely to achieve significant economic gains, except in some comparatively small and 

sensitive sectors. As tariffs are relatively low at present between the US and the EU, the 

biggest gains will be from the harmonization or ―reduction‖ of non-tariff barriers (NTB) to 

trade. An ambitious scenario assesses that around 50% of NTB´s could be eliminated but a 

more realistic scenario is in the neighborhood of a more modest 25% reduction. Economic 

effects of fewer barriers to trade should be mostly positive for all actors in both economies 

(Berden, Francois, Tamminen, Thelle, & Wymenga, 2009). Winners could compensate losers; 

still there would be net gains because of increased trade. Felbermayer and Larch (2013) argue 

that further tariff only reduction is mainly going to benefit larger corporations that already 

export between the continents. On the other hand the elimination of non-tariff barriers 

(NTB´s) would mainly benefit small and medium enterprises (SME´s). Because of the fixed 

costs associated with exporting between regions with different standards, many small and 

medium firms are prevented from making the necessary adjustments, but on the other hand 

larger businesses are able to bear the cost. A reduction in NTB´s is therefore likely to change 

behavior of small and medium firms to increase overall trade. Large firms are considered to 

not change their behavior as much (Felbermayr & Larch, 2013). 

 

TTIP is significantly more important for overall welfare, growth and employment because of 

the significant trade that already is between the two parties. Thus the importance of the NTB´s 

is underlined. Based on the similarity of the two regions it is unlikely that strong competitive 

effects based on different wage levels will be seen. Cultural, political and economic 

similarities should suggest that reduction of NTB´s could become successful as these often 

require strong institutional trust. Possible negative effects on 3
rd

 parties are mostly rejected by 

recent research, rather suggesting that important bilateral agreements actually increase the 

incentives to achieve further liberalization at the multilateral level (Felbermayr, Larch, 2013). 

 

An ambitious and comprehensive transatlantic trade and investment agreement could bring 

significant economic gains as a whole for the EU and the US. The benefits will not be at the 

cost of the rest of the world, but will rather have a positive impact on the rest of the world, 

and income gains will result from increased trade. Reducing non-trade barriers will be a key 

part, as much as 80% of the gains will come from that reduction (Francois, Manchin, Norberg, 

Pindyuk, & Tomberger, 2013). Increased level of economic activity and productivity gains 
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created will benefit labor markets both in wages and new job opportunities, both for low and 

high skilled workers. Labor displacement will be well within the normal movements and 

relatively few people will have to change jobs. Negligible effect should be expected on CO2 

emissions and on the sustainable use of natural resources (Francois et al., 2013). A 

harmonization or reduction of NTB´s would reduce the cost of trade and investment 

significantly; these NTB´s are mainly differing standards for environmental-, health- and 

consumer-protection, industry norms and regulations concerning public procurements 

(Draper, Lacey, & Ramkolowan, 2014). Fontagne, Gourdon and Jean (2013) similarly show, 

that the ad valorem protection in comparison is significantly higher for NTB´s then for tariffs, 

or in the range of 32% to 51% depending on sectors. Based on their scenario where there 

would be total elimination of tariffs and a 25% reduction in NTB´s they estimate a modest 

income increases of 0,3 increase in GDP for both the US and the EU in the long run. 

Nevertheless gains from NTB´s reduction are considered way larger than tariff only reduction. 

If the difference in increased trade flows between the partners is explored, firstly with only 

tariffs being removed and then secondly with both tariffs and 25% of NTB´s removed - there 

seems to be a strong indicator that around 80% of possible trade expansion will be as a result 

of the NTB reduction alone (Fontagné et al., 2013). 

 

Trade liberalization 2.0 is a term that refers to the elimination of non-tariff barriers to trade, as 

before liberalization mainly focused on lowering tariffs. Measurements on NTB´s are 

particularly difficult, which poses a problem (Felbermayr, Larch, 2013). Often these barriers 

to trade are not only to hinder foreign trade for domestic production, but the measures are 

meant to perhaps protect domestic consumers, health or the environment. Technical 

compatibility or quality standards might also be the case. It could also be direct discrimination 

against foreign producers, exclusions or denying certain tax rights. Most of the literature tends 

to regard NTB´s as cost shifters that increase marginal or fixed costs of production, putting 

foreign producers at a cost disadvantage compared to domestic ones, without producing any 

benefits to consumers or the environment (Felbermayr, Larch, 2013). On this subject there is 

an on-going debate, which is likely to characterize many aspects of the TTIP negotiations. 

 

Particularly difficult industries to reach an agreement about are likely to be sectors like 

agriculture and its farm-subsidies, intellectual property rights (IPR) and the protection of 

geographical indications (GI), climate change regimes, public procurements and services 

(Schott & Cimino, 2013). These problematic areas are also most likely to define the success 
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of the negotiations. For example the US and the EU are the two biggest providers of farm-

subsidies so it might become a truly challenging task to resolve that sector, but as with so 

many other subjects of these TTIP negotiations a successful negotiation on these difficult 

agricultural issues, could become a major asset to the multilateral forum. If done correctly an 

ambitious agreement could similarly tackle pressing matters regarding fuel emissions, 

financial regulations, transparency and the use of scientific rulings when it comes to disputes 

(Schott & Cimino, 2013). 

 

An FTA between the US and the EU has always been a compelling endeavor, but the timing 

now is in many aspects more likely to drive it to success then before (Felbermayr & Larch, 

2013). Firstly there is the post crisis stagnation and economic problems that have plagues the 

two economies. A trade agreement can be viewed as a way to inject a stimulus into an 

economy without further adding to the already overburdening public debt. More importantly 

it could also be seen as a tool to actively engage in progressive structural reforms that are long 

overdue and causing structural inefficiencies, detrimental to the recovery and economic 

competitiveness of the West. Secondly the international trade issues faced by the West in 

particular, are not being efficiently solved within the multilateral framework; erosion of 

leadership capabilities has forced the Atlantic partners to seek alternative methods. And lastly 

the West and their allies are in dire need to ―regain some of the relative competitiveness lost 

to the emerging countries like China and India‖. 

 

Essentially TTIP is a free trade agreement, and is produced to enable the US and the EU to 

trade and invest between themselves with even less barriers then before. As it stands basic 

tariffs on trade in goods are not that high between the partners, so the main objective is more 

likely to be to tackle so called non-tariff barriers to trade (Freytag et al., 2014). These non-

trade barriers have more to do with regulations and standards rather than actual tariff 

numbers, which have been significantly lowered within the multilateral framework of the 

WTO. Many experts recognize that since global tariffs have reached record lows, the next 

steps in trade liberalization would have more to do with regulations and standards in 

individual countries (Berden et al., 2009; Elms & Low, 2013; Francois et al., 2013; Hoekman, 

2014). This has proven especially problematic within the multilateral workings of the WTO. 

Therefore there has been a rise in regional agreements with potentially fewer negotiators as a 

response to this problem. This is one of the possible reasons for why the old Atlantic partners 

have decided to embark on this journey at this point in time (Felbermayr & Larch, 2013). This 
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could be considered an internal factor, that is to say that the next steps in trade liberalization 

are going to have to be taken outside of the multilateral framework, independent from any 

developments in the relative power changes. These changes are such in nature that they must 

be kick started outside of the WTO, which is at least the view of a number of industrially 

advanced nations that feel like they are not able to wait for ―old‖ issues to be resolve within 

the WTO. Today there is even stronger rationale for the need to advance the rules of the world 

trading system. In recent years advances in information and communications technologies 

(ICT) have transformed the nature of trade in a way that production that once took place 

within a factory, can and are increasingly so being done across borders. Therefore the trading 

system is not just about selling and buying finished products but increasingly about 

production, a phenomenon known as global value chains (GVC) (R. Baldwin, 2014a; Elms & 

Low, 2013; Hoekman, 2014). As the name suggests it describes a method of production 

where value in a finished product is being created in different countries across borders. In this 

light there is a strong rationale for accommodating for these kinds of production chains. This 

is a very important argument in the Wests decision to temporarily negotiate trade outside of 

the WTO framework and instead focus on smaller groups of actors. The need to address this 

change in international trade is very critical for the advanced economies of the West. And 

because of the decade long difficulties within the multilateral framework, addressing growing 

problems that are rising with increasingly globalized trade had to be done outside the WTO, 

which is plagued by power politics and lack of leadership. Thus in many aspects the WTO, is 

lagging years behind the current trade environment. Another aspect of GVC is that the old 

focus primarily on tariffs is not sufficient anymore in trade negotiations. Now it’s behind the 

borders regulations that are the big hindrance to trade. This fact is mirrored in the nature of 

the TTIP negotiations and also its relationship to sovereignty of individual states. 

 

3.2. Geopolitical Factors 

 

Both the EU and the US have a strong international benefit and need for the West to reassert 

global economic leadership (Ikenson, 2013). By establishing global production standards, and 

establish disciplines on trade issues not covered at the present, the West can through its 

relative strength, bilaterally negotiate a ―next generation‖ agreement which the rest of the 

world will have to heed. A successful TTIP would provide the EU and the US with the 

necessary means to continue to be the rule setters when it comes to international trade in the 
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21
st
 century. By setting a president for the future in terms of trade and finance, the sear size of 

combined transatlantic trade area, would have a good chance of setting new standards and 

norms for other regional trade agreements and multilateral trade in general (PARLIAMENT 

& Committee). International trade is increasingly about making things but less and less about 

selling things, this in conjuncture with outsourcing and global value chains have dramatically 

changed international trade and foreign direct investment (FDI). Due to these developments 

pressure has increased, especially from the developed nations, for governance that 

encompasses these trade trends. Not only is TTIP an economic enterprise but also a political 

one to strengthen transatlantic ties (Novy, 2014). As the rise of developing countries and 

relative decline of the old European powers it has become increasingly likely that TTIP might 

become the last chance for individual countries within the European Union to strongly 

influence major global trade trends, further increasing the price of failure. 

 

Bilateral trade agreements have the potential to influence the world trading order, but their 

capacity to influence is mostly due to the economic size of the participants. In the case of two 

small countries or small and a bigger country the influence should be negligible. But in the 

case of mega regionals like the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and TTIP, where each treaty 

encompasses around 40% of the global economy, they are most likely to influence the trade 

order (Freytag et al., 2014). That likelihood is further increased if the agreements go beyond 

the regular WTO agenda, and enterprises in the participating countries are already global and 

integrated into the GVCs. With that being said these two mega regionals will undoubtedly 

have the potential to energize the efforts of the WTO and may well promote further global 

multilateral negotiations (R. E. Baldwin & Seghezza, 2010). TTIP negotiations are a clear 

indicator that the nature of unresolved problems of international trade, at least for the 

transatlantic partners, are such that they do not find the WTO a sufficient forum in resolving 

them. It is also not unlikely that given the similarities of the US and the EU economies that it 

will be easier to tackle these often behind the borders issues bilaterally rather than 

multilaterally where it would stand no chance at all (Meunier & Morin, 2015). A successful 

TTIP could become very important for the survival of the multilateral framework, as it could 

provide the necessary momentum that WTO round negotiations seem to be missing. That is to 

say if the transatlantic duo intends, and is successful, in reaching out to other parts of the 

world and incentivizing them to want to conform with the standards and rules that underline 

TTIP (Felbermayr & Larch, 2013). The intention of TTIP seems to be among others exactly 

so, the negotiating partners seem to want TTIP to strengthen the existing multilateral 
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institutions, rather than undermine those institutions (Krishna et al., 2012; PARLIAMENT & 

Committee). This assumption makes sense because multilateral institutions like the WTO are 

essentially a product of Western hegemony and have served as a rule setter for international 

affairs in recent decades. 

 

The possibility of mega regionals to become a hindrance to the WTO´s multilateral efforts is 

on the other end of the debate. Given the geopolitical environment of Western relative decline 

and the rise of China, the US´s efforts in Asia and Europe with the negotiations of the TPP 

and TTIP, and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations lead 

by the Chinese; mega-regionals are likely to become very critical for the future of the 

international trading order. From the Western perspective a failure to conclude ambitious, 

inclusive and all-encompassing trade agreements, could result in a more fragmented order 

characterized by different blocks, Western lead and BRICS lead. Such divisions could 

increase tensions further and dramatize international economic and political differences 

turning the liberalized trade agenda into its antithesis (Freytag et al., 2014). Similarly, a 

failure to liberalize trade could create an economic setback, further contributing to the relative 

decline of the West. Thus undermining the Wests attempt to remain in a leadership position, 

further eroding its ability to steer the direction of globalization and promote its standards and 

values. 

 

Should the TTIP negotiations not come to a successful conclusion, either if no agreement is to 

be reached or the end product proves to be lackluster, it could have wide ranging implications. 

In addition to losing the opportunity to profit from the predicted economic benefits of freer 

trade and the possible negative effect on transatlantic relations, both the US and the EU could 

continue to be faced by relative decline in their geopolitical capabilities and influence. As 

competing approaches in international trade, could deliver influence to other parts of the 

world, diffusing power even further and keeping the multilateral trade system in a state of 

paralysis. A reduced importance and influence in a world where international trade is 

intensifying with on-going globalization, the US and the EU could start to lose the ―standards 

and regulations‖ debate on the global arena. The fact that the close friends on either side of 

the Atlantic, with their similar economies, development and culture, would be unable to come 

together and agree on trade, would also reflect heavily on the liberal international trade 

agenda in general, worse even should the two parties get drawn into a ―blame game‖ post 

failure to launch TTIP (PARLIAMENT & Committee). 
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Just as the TTIP negotiations and results will be partially shaped by the existing trade order, it 

is safe to say that it will likewise have strong systemic effects on said order. Given its relative 

size of the global economy, the two partners already close connection to global trade and 

existing influence in global politics, the US and the EU are likely to greatly impact the trade 

order directly and third party nations depending on their present relationship with the 

transatlantic partners (Meunier & Morin, 2015). The influence of the TTIP negotiations are 

not just going to influence the global environment of trade and politics as a result, but more 

significantly it is supposed to, as geo strategy is an intrinsic part of the negotiations. Meunier 

and Morin (2015) conclude that, the whole trade order is path-dependent and thus the status 

quo influences the future negotiations and the negotiations will in turn help to create a new 

status quo, making ―smart negotiators who are concerned about the future seek to shape what 

will soon become the past‖. 

 

In recent years discussions have become increasingly prominent on the importance of the 

transatlantic relationship, which is to say between the US and its allies in Europe. 

Contemporary developments have increasingly suggested that this relationship has to be 

strengthened and perhaps in the time period since the end of the Cold War the rationale for a 

strong transatlantic relationship had lost some of its importance (Cox). Therefore relations 

across the Atlantic have deteriorated, partly because of complacency but also due to US 

actions during the US´s War on Terror. TTIP could in this sense become a link and a 

commitment in the economic sphere to supplement NATO in the military sphere and thus 

contribute to balancing further the relationship between the US and Europe (PARLIAMENT 

& Committee). With this in mind it is a clear indication of the possible political aspirations, 

automatically inclusive in a successful trade agreement between the US and Europe. The 

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) could be viewed as the most ambitious 

free trade agreement ever attempted. Not only because of its size, but not in least due to its 

significance for the transatlantic relationship between the European Union and the United 

States (PARLIAMENT & Committee). A political just as well as an economic project that 

builds on the legacy of transatlantic relations, could serve to revitalize and rebalance the 

relationship that connects the US and the EU. A relationship that could be seen as has having 

been declining in significance and interest in past decades (Cox). 
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It is important to note that it has been suggested that a TTIP like agreement could diminish 

the value of bilateral agreements with 3
rd

 parties like Turkey and EFTA, because they will be 

faced with increased competition from European countries on the American market and vice 

versa. This could suggest that 3
rd

 parties like Turkey and EFTA, which already have trade 

agreements with either the US or the EU; should be hard pressed to finish negotiations with 

the other party in order to overcome future hardships on either market. This is the core of the 

building bloc argument of successful bilateral agreements growing outwards and thus having 

a positive overall effect on greater global trade liberalization. Therefore TTIP poses no real 

threat to the multilateral trading system (Felbermayr, Larch, 2013). Since the TTIP treaty is 

aimed to be more ambitious than any of the current treaties seen in the region, necessary 

updates are likely to be negotiated for outsiders that already have agreements with either the 

US or the EU. Concessions by 3
rd

 parties are likely to have be made, in order for them to have 

perfect access to the market and avoid being uncompetitive. As mentioned before, the TTIP 

agreement is likely to address many sensitive issues standards and regulations; thus bringing 

the ―trade interests vs. state sovereignty‖ trade-off to a whole new level. 

 

3.3. Summary 

 

There are several main reasons for why the EU and the US have decided to start negotiations 

on a free trade agreement (FTA). On the one hand there is the issue of a lasting economic 

crisis intertwined with the stalling tactics with regard to the Doha Development Agenda on 

the international front. On the other hand, TTIP is a tool to help both partners to address the 

challenge of China and other economically rising powers who are constantly gaining more 

importance in the world (Akhtar & Jones, 2014). The introduction of TTIP is linked with the 

hope of fostering competitiveness for both, the EU and the US. Not only gaining 

competitiveness but also the fact that Europe needs to become more independent from 

Russian energy gives additional strategic importance to TTIP, a role the US with its increased 

domestic energy production capabilities, could fill. Another factor is that, because of the 

external power-shifts and changes in relative power in the international community, the US 

hegemony and its coalition of content followers does not possess the strength to make the 

necessary changes they wish to make within the WTO. With the rise of a developing block 

like the BRICS, economic power and demographics have changed. The relative power and 

thus the ability of the US, its western allies and other content states like Japan; is not 
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sufficient anymore. Because of these changes in the global community, which are reflected 

within a multilateral institution like the WTO, the hegemon and its potential allies convene 

outside the institution. There they try to sort out their differences in order to increase their 

leverage on the multilateral platform once again. The West has also claimed that the rising 

developing states have not been willing to step up and make the necessary changes within 

WTO; perhaps further reflecting the diminished influence and leadership potential of the 

West. 

 

Both the US and the EU have been seeking to stimulate growth and increase investment in the 

years after the 2008 recession began. Previously it had not been considered worth the while 

because the potential gains were deemed too small, at least prior to 2008, but that is no longer 

the case (Josling & Crombez, 2013). An expanded overseas market for US and EU goods has 

been perceived as a cheap (i.e. not requiring public spending in times of austerity) and 

ultimately effective way to foster surplus growth. Both being viewed by each other as being 

developed economies with relatively high labor standards and consumer protection, is likely 

to make trade negotiations easier, and, at least in theory, likely to face less domestic frictions 

than often have been experienced during trade talks with less developed countries. Then there 

is the multilateral dimension, which is going to be affected by a concluded TTIP trade deal. A 

big reason for TTIP negotiations comes from the fact that the most recent negotiations within 

the WTO, namely the Doha rounds have been a major failure for the multilateral approach. 

This has largely to do with the fact that the West and other developed nations are increasingly 

opposed by reluctant and united band of developed states, manifested in the BRICS. This has 

made it difficult or even impossible for the developed countries or the whole international 

community at that, to be able to reach any compromises and thus further develop international 

trade. So not only are bilateral talks outside of the WTO an endeavor to try to revitalize the 

global trade system by negotiating in smaller groups, but also it is about relative power 

struggles within said system (Josling & Crombez, 2013). Influencing who is going to be in a 

position to lead the direction and development of international trade in the future. 

 

In Europe, a transatlantic trade deal has been seen as a last resort scenario, as frustration has 

begun to mount up regarding the economic situation within the Eurozone, member states have 

begun to seek remedies (Ikenson, 2013). In the case of the US it is likely that this kind of a 

negotiation is seen as an important effort in helping Europe get back on its feet. Also this 

endeavor is to reassure their European allies that even though the US has increasingly had its 
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sights on Asia, that will not mean less interest towards Europe (Ikenson, 2013). A strong and 

stable Europe is vital for both actors internationally and also the signal that the US remains 

committed to Europe like before. 

 

The current problem with the WTO is that NTB´s liberalization seems unlikely within the 

present WTO framework. These barriers are the main restrictions faced by the developed 

world, in their quest for significant welfare benefits that could be made possible within TTIP. 

Therefore the WTO framework does not propose a feasible alternative to deeper regional 

agreement at the moment. Both the US and the EU envision TTIP as a way of making a 

standard for multilateral negotiations and for it to become supplementary to the WTO as they 

have urgently stated that they will remain committed to the multilateral trade agenda. The 

TTIP deal will assert pressures on 3
rd

 parties to align themselves and their domestic policies 

to that of what the US and the EU have negotiated between themselves. In combination with 

the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Trade in Service Agreement (TiSA), which the 

US wants to make mutually compatible – the pressure will surely increase even further. Also 

it is noteworthy that all of these major negotiations exclude the BRICS countries, underlining 

even further the geopolitics of these negotiations. 
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4. Content Analysis 

 

There are three reoccurring categories or themes that are seen within the statements posted by 

the Atlantic leaders when commenting on the subject of Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment 

Partnership or TTIP. Firstly it is the recognition that transitions or changes are and have been 

occurring in the global arena. The driver of these changes is globalization, resulting in that the 

emerging economies having been empowered to the point that the traditional international 

institutions and the global leadership of the West has become less and less effective at 

supporting the reigning world order. Secondly there is a call for revitalizing alliances and 

building stronger coalitions around certain values and interests – here is where TTIP comes 

in, as a vital pillar in transatlantic relations and ―The West‖ as a geo-political entity. Thirdly 

there is a call for stepping up and enforcing leadership, strengthening the US-EU voice in the 

world and making sure that the rules and standards of the future are going to be written by the 

west – consolidating western hegemony. To ultimately guarantee security and economic 

interests, maximize capabilities and minimize uncertainty in times of future power transitions. 

In order to analyze the relationship between – transitions occurring in global power 

relationships, the attempt to strengthen Western internal and external alliances, and the 

challenge to Western hegemony – a breakdown of the narrative into three categories; 

Transitions, Coalitions and Hegemony will underline the importance of the Transatlantic 

Trade and Investment Partnership as a response to contemporary geopolitical developments. 

 

4.1. Transitions 

 

The idea that the balance of power in the world is changing is a reoccurring one in the 

material that was covered. Eight out of ten leaders refer to changes in global affairs in direct 

or indirect relations to discussing TTIP. The first category can be labeled ―Transitions‖ it 

includes recognition of a changing global environment. What can be expected to fall under 

this category is most forms of power transitions and changes in global balance, mentions of 

the BRICS countries, emerging economies and 3
rd

 parties in general. Thus the keywords are; 
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Russia, Power Transitions, Emerging Economies, Changing World, Time of Change, 

Global Challenges, Geo Transformations, China, BRICS, Uncertainty. 

 

Recognizing that the transatlantic partners are still the dominant players of the world, yet at 

the same time admitting that the balance of power is changing and the relative influence of the 

West is declining. 

Accordingly the view that Karel De Gucht, then the European Commissioner for Trade had of 

the changing global landscape is properly shown is his own words when he says: ―…we are 

still the world’s dominant players. Of course, China, India, Russia, Brazil, Turkey etc. are 

catching up fast. The world is becoming multi-polar, as demonstrated by the prominent role 

accorded to the G-20. We are still big, but our relative weight, and thus influence, is 

declining.‖ (Gucht, 2011) 

Directly connected to these changes is the need to act in accordance, the reason given is that 

today China, India and Brazil play a much different role in the global context compared to 

before (Gucht, 2013a, 2013b). One of the negative aspects of these changes are mirrored by 

the inability of traditional organizations like the WTO to function efficiently ―largely due to 

differences of view between developed powers like the US and the rising stars‖ (Gucht, 

2013a). This very important view, that leadership actually matters and the position of power is 

not just arbitrary, is a common one. This could be seen as a form of Western-exceptionalism 

that ultimately recognizes that even though it is a good thing that power is spreading across 

the globe, the liberal values that brought about this transformation must be safeguarded. And 

recognizing that some of the rising stars are in some cases fundamentally opposed to these 

Western values, thus it becomes a valuable endeavor to make sure that hegemony is preserved 

and the liberal world order, created by the West not allowed becoming the victim of its own 

success. The global community is at a juncture, and the global economic outlook and 

geopolitical situation is uncertain (Froman, 2014a). 

In this time of weak leadership and failing global institutions, states have begun pushing 

forward their trade agendas on bilateral and regional agreements. Therefore it is not an option 

to just stand on the sidelines while ―our competitors are not sitting still‖ (Froman, 2014c). 

This connects to the underlying goal of the West to maintain leadership and preserve the 
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presently functioning institutions, by strengthening trade power and influence with bilateral, 

trilateral or regional agreements, as a clear strategy towards that end. Because as Malmström 

points out: ―We [US and the EU] will not be the two largest economies in the world forever. 

So we need to stick together in the future.‖ (Malmström, 2015d) 

Barroso, then President of the European Commission, pointed to the fact that there is a real 

global competition between political and social models just as there is economic, scientific 

and technological competition. This translates into a ―broader geo-political competition of 

governance‖ (Barroso, 2014b). There is real danger within the positive success of global 

integration, but it is important that this integration will be ―implemented according to some 

values and principles‖ (Barroso, 2014b). Another negative of losing influence is that, not only 

does it risk paralyzing global governance, because there are more players in leadership 

position, but also there is the risk of entirely losing the leadership position away from the 

West. The argument against this is the fact that these new leaders don’t share the same 

standards and values as have been championed by the west and its institutions (Barroso, 

2014b; Gucht, 2014b). 

It is recognized that these changes in the power structure of the world is in part due to the 

success of the post war order and global institutions that have been championed by the West. 

Thus the rise of these new powers should not be challenged as such and should also not come 

as a surprise, but still it is important to realistically adapt to this new reality first and foremost 

in order to safeguard the aforementioned world order (Barroso, 2010, 2012a; Gucht, 2014a). 

Given the increased multi-polarity of the future it is important to make the necessary 

measures to maximize influence and continue to lead, one of those measures is to strengthen 

and expand old alliances. 

There are changes happening and some of them are good and others are bad, as such the 

success of the emerging economies is to be celebrated. The fact that the liberalization of 

international trade and an increase in market oriented practices has helped hundreds of 

millions out of poverty is a good thing. A legitimate manifestation of this development is also 

the increased participation of developing countries at high level global politics, and rightfully 

so (Malmström, 2014a, 2014b). This positive development does also prompt the West to 

reinvent itself if it wishes to continue to lead and be able to promote high standards and good 

practices and values. Therefore the negotiations for TTIP are very much strategic, aimed at 

certain geopolitical importance’s (Malmström, 2015c). And the prize of failure to reach an 
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agreement or conclude an underperforming, unambitious agreement is to be considered 

serious. 

Even though the eventual and ongoing rise of the BRICS is generally a positive thing it will 

mean that Europe´s influence will gradually be reflected by its share of world population 

rather than its share of the global economy (Malmström, 2015a, 2015b, 2015e, 2015f). The 

voice of the West is decreasing in relative terms, just as the world is changing fast and in 

some cases becoming less secure (Malmström, 2015f). Most notably, in close proximity to 

Europe´s borders namely Ukraine and Syria, where security challenges and questions about 

Europe´s security capabilities have caused the EU to have to reinvent and critically examine 

its approach to multiple challenges at its borders. Along those lines the US Trade 

Representative Michael Froman, has noted that more importantly because of increased 

tensions both in Asia and on the periphery of Europe (Froman, 2015), the strategic logic and 

imperative of trade agreements like TTIP and TPP has never been more clear (Froman, 2014e, 

2014f).  

A common reoccurrence in the analyzed content is the reference to Russia and European 

energy dependence, especially after the Ukrainian conflict erupted. The fact that Russia has 

been increasingly active in its foreign affairs in a manner that could be said to resist and 

confront Western hegemony, its maneuvers in former Soviet countries and more frequent 

frictions with European countries, has highlighted the need to reduce dependence on Russian 

energy (Malmström, 2015c). Similarly a year before, the former EU Council president H. Von 

Rompuy described Russia´s motives in Ukraine as an attempt to restore a ―forgone world‖ 

(Rompuy, 2014a) – starkly underlining the conflict of interests at Europe´s borders. Unlike 

after the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia was weak and could have been described as a 

content or neutral state in regards to Western hegemony. It became a trading partner and 

slowly assimilated into the liberal world trade system, supplying abundance of natural 

resources onto the global marketplace. With the rise of the developing counties primarily lead 

by China, the superior position of the West has declined and has therefore given rise to a semi 

alternative coalition in global politics. This has given Russia an opportunity and the 

confidence to try to distance itself from the West and aspire to influence this new power 

block. Due to these shifts in relations to Russia it has become vital for the strength of Europe 

and the Transatlantic Alliance to reduce the now unfortunate dependence on Russian energy 

in particular, instead shifting to the US as it has dramatically developed its energy 

independence and could thus be able to supply Europe (Malmström, 2015c). Part of the 
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solution to Europe’s energy problem could be included in TTIP which could thus deliver on 

two things, less dependence on a BRICS country and also strengthen influence in general. The 

immense connection between energy and security is of course nothing new and from Europe´s 

point of view it is probably the major variable when it comes to geopolitical challenges. This 

quote from the EC president at that time, back in 2011 sums its significance fairly well up: 

―Knowing that energy could become a really scarce good in the growing world economy, the 

battle for energy can become a matter of survival, of war and peace. However, history is not a 

fate. History is manmade. […] Europe is in a vulnerable position, due to our huge import 

dependency. If nothing changed our dependency in 2030 will be 70 percent‖ (Rompuy, 2011). 

 

4.2. Coalitions 

 

As a response to the global transitions that are happening, the West is looking to reinforcing 

its position and influence in the world by building alliances. This endeavor takes the form of 

strengthening old relations and building new ones. What happens to be at the core of these 

relationships are certain common values and interests that bind the participants in a common 

institution. Second category can be labeled ―Coalition‖. Encompassing the need to form 

alliances, strengthen existing relations namely the transatlantic relationship in order to build 

coalitions of satisfied states around certain values and interests. Key words are; 

 

Trans-atlantisism, Values, Partnership, Alliance, Interests, The West, Atlantic Ties, 

Strategic Partners, Relationship, NATO, TTIP, Coalition. 

 

In an attempt to regain or consolidate power in a transitioning global environment the West is 

actively seeking to strengthen their internal and external relations between states. In a way 

they are being forced to widen their sphere of influence and coalition of satisfied states. As 

the relative power has declined, more states and deeper relationships are needed in order to 

counter the growing influence of possible competitors. The clearest example of these 

competitor candidates are to be found within the BRICS group of countries, most obviously 

led by the remarkable rise of China. Increasingly these rising states have grown to resist or 
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contend specific aspects if the world-order that they have grown up in, and with their newly 

acquired significance been able to organize themselves within said order. Without directly 

opposing Western leadership as such or abandoning global institutions, they have managed to 

become organized and influential enough, partly by tapping into grievances of many smaller 

and poorer states, to be able to cause enough friction so that some global institutions have 

become effectively unable to function. The clearest example here is the difficulties the WTO 

has faced in the last decade or so. 

Then EU Commission President Barroso recognized back in 2010, that both Europe and the 

United States found themselves at a crossroad in a fast changing global environment, whilst 

enjoying the most successful and integrated relationship in the world, global transitions would 

have to be recognized and the relationship adjusted accordingly (Barroso, 2010). He continues 

to describe the uniqueness of the transatlantic relationship in a way that Europe and the US 

are in no way pursuing different visions of global order or competing values, there is no 

strategic rivalry and thus a pure win-win situation of upgrading the relationship (Barroso, 

2010). Even though, this was before the time of actual TTIP negotiations, it points to the fact 

that the ground was fertile for such an endeavor and why. Similarly De Gucht was making the 

case for closer ties between the partners’ societies, economies and governments – claiming 

that it was the most natural alliance for Europe no matter how important the BRICS would 

become (Gucht, 2011). Later on in 2014, Van Rompuy insists that in particular the EU must 

work towards maximizing its global clout, reach out to its partners, especially its transatlantic 

partner, in an attempt to develop further defense and security cooperation (Rompuy, 2014a). 

This view is further developed as Malmström notes that Europe particularly needs an ally in 

an attempt to shape the globalization process that is resulting in the fact that economic and 

political decisions made in other countries are increasingly affecting Europe. In this context 

she states that a successful TTIP agreement would guarantee a partnership with America for 

the future. This is a prospect that Europe cannot afford to turn its back on, due to its relative 

decreasing voice in the world (Malmström, 2015a). 

As a reason for its trade negotiations with different partners around the globe, Ron Kirk then 

USTR Ambassador, points out that ―the [US] President is a firm believer in the multilateral 

global trading system‖ but as a consequence of its lack of progress and others resistance to 

―move forward‖ the US will have to sort to other measures (Kirk, 2013). This entails 

partnering up with similar minded friends, then again to introduce the results of these new 

partnerships back into the multilateral trading system (Froman, 2013; Kirk, 2013). 
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The reaction thus is for the West to consolidate power outside of the institutions in order to be 

able to regain leadership position within them, and kick things back into gear. As implied, the 

TTIP negotiations are a historic endeavor that will bring the US and the EU closer together by 

modernizing trade rules and bridging divergences. Not only to expand trade and investment 

but also to contribute to the development of global rules that can strengthen the multilateral 

trading system (Froman, 2014b; Obama, 2013). On top of the fact that a TTIP agreement will 

deepen economic relations between the Atlantic partners and put them on par with their 

security relationship, it is sure to remind ―the world that [the] transatlantic partnership is 

second-to-none‖, as the US trade policy agenda for the year 2015 states (Froman, 2014e, 

2015). TTIP should eventually become the economic pillar of the EU-US alliance as its 

negotiation marked the beginning of a joint undertaking of ―real strategic importance‖ 

(Barroso, 2013, 2014c; Gucht, 2013c). TTIP will only bring the EU and the US closer and 

strengthen the ―position of our shared values on the global stage‖ (Gucht, 2014a). 

In order to connect the TTIP project to coalition building and other free trade negotiations, the 

TPP negotiations in the Pacific are meant to ―unite the countries representing two thirds of the 

world´s trade into a coalition of free and fair trade‖ along with its sister project in the Atlantic 

which will not only strengthen the transatlantic relationship, but confront global challenges 

which are plentiful (Biden, 2015). Because since their invention, the US has used trade 

agreements to solidify relationships with key partners and allies (Froman, 2014e). And the 

best way to address these global problems in the current environment is to ―connect with our 

closest allies‖ that share mutual interests (Biden, 2015). Thus it is important to conclude the 

negotiations are in order to defend common interests and values as well as bringing both 

economic and strategic benefits to both sides of the Atlantic (Froman, 2014a; Malmström, 

2015a). The TTIP project matters more than ever because the two partners are grounded in a 

shared world view and in the economic and political environment there is a dire need to 

reinforce the political and strategic partnership. This fact becomes more urgent as time passes 

and the political and economic benefits of a successful outcome will be immense, in fact the 

stronger the Atlantic relationship is, the more capable it will be to influence developments in 

other parts of the world (Barroso, 2014a, 2014c, 2014d; Malmström, 2015b, 2015f). 

The need for coalition building around certain values and interests automatically brings the 

question what are the alternative ideas. The argument goes that the transatlantic partners both 

have strong legal traditions and similarly advanced economies but on the other hand there are 

competitors on the global arena that do not share the Wests interest in labor and 
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environmental standards, intellectual property rights, free internet or putting a discipline 

around state owned enterprises (Froman, 2014c, 2014f; Kirk, 2013). More widely both parties 

are committed to the rule of law, democracy, human rights and open markets, therefore a 

partnership will help jointly advance these fundamental values in the future (Malmström, 

2015d, 2015e). By forging stronger economic ties across the Atlantic it would send a 

powerful political message in favor of common values and interests (Rompuy, 2014a). These 

common interests and circumstances make it so that TTIP will help establish an economic 

relationship and commensurate ―the strongest alliance on earth‖ (Froman, 2014f). 

Furthermore if one considers the EU-US economic relationship to be the bedrock of the 

globalized economy, TTIP will be ―the real game changer‖, with huge implications for 

everybody (Rompuy, 2014b). 

 

4.3. Hegemony 

 

What may hopefully be acquired by growing and strengthening coalitions on the global arena 

is leadership. More precisely, the necessary following, increased influence and capabilities are 

needed to be able to shape the international environment, be it politically, economically or 

militarily. As the distribution of power has begun to diffuse, because of the introduction of 

many potentially great states to the geopolitical sphere, the need to restructure old power 

formations is needed in order to maintain system wide control. Third category can be labeled 

―Hegemony‖. It contains the realization of the importance of leadership and control in order 

to be the able to dictate the rules and standards of this changing environment in the future. 

Key words are; 

 

Leadership, Rules, Hegemony, Shaping the future, Influence, Global clout, World 

order, Global structure, Standard. 

 

The term hegemony refers to the ability to lead the international society, in a way that affects 

the standards and norms of how it functions. In this way the hegemon uses its global clout or 

influence to set and uphold specific rules in the form of global structures or institutions, thus 

creating a world order and shaping the future. 
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Back in 2011 De Gucht argued that the ability to coordinate more systematically different 

views and thus being able to display joint leadership would be the product a of stronger 

transatlantic bond. This kind of joint action would increase the ability to influence and in the 

future ―[might] still prove decisive in setting the course of global affairs‖ (Gucht, 2011). 

Similarly in connection to the WTO Doha round he warned that it would be unwise to 

abandon the multilateral framework in global affairs but interestingly pointed out that the 

missing ingredient at that time was leadership (Gucht, 2011). Years later his successor in 

office recognizes the role of TTIP in claiming leadership, when she notes that: ―…TTIP will 

help us continue to be strong players in discussion on setting global rules‖ (Malmström, 

2015e). 

In order to meet important global challenges in trade and trade policy, the strength of the 

transatlantic partners is their relative market size. This size translates into the fact that all who 

want to access the US-EU market will have to agree to whatever rules the two partners 

enforce on that market. This is the case today, but with time that may not be the case in the 

not so far future, as the Wests relative share of international trade is likely to shrink (Gucht, 

2013a). It is therefore strategically important to promote principles and values that define the 

West in a joint approach to global trade challenges, because not all states hold these values of 

open and fair markets, TTIP will therefore be an important tool in shaping a global system  

―with our shared values at the core‖ (Froman, 2014d, 2014f). Or as Malmström put it ―TTIP 

is a way to strengthen an alliance that will be fundamental to our ability to shape the world in 

the 21
st
 century‖ (Malmström, 2015f). Ultimately TTIP is a strategic alliance that will help 

protect high level of regulation (Malmström, 2015a). 

De Gucht claims that there should be a convergence of positions between the EU and the US, 

in so, it would drive forward global rule-making, therefore TTIP could be a pioneer for 

solutions that could later be applied more widely (Gucht, 2014a). Because the biggest value of 

an agreement will be in its relations to the rest of the world, should the US and the EU come 

together and form a common market with harmonized regulations, that would double the 

influence and help in shaping international trade (Gucht, 2014b). 

The whole world has a very strong interest in the continued promotion of values akin to 

economic openness and high standards for health, environmental, labor and consumer 

protection. At the same time it is also important to accommodate the system for the new rising 

actors (Gucht, 2014a). As Malmström puts it: ―Yes it´s about promoting high standards by 
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maximizing influence‖ (Malmström, 2015c). Thus TTIP would be a game changer that would 

strengthen the position of these values in the global context by forming the largest free trade 

zone in the world, therefore setting the standards for the development of global rules and 

guidelines for the future (Gucht, 2013c, 2014a; Malmström, 2014a, 2015b). And even if the 

economic impact of a free-trade enterprise like TTIP would be big, its real significance will 

go beyond that by empowering the US-EU political relationship and send a powerful signal to 

the rest of the world (Froman, 2013; Rompuy, 2014b). This signal would be a powerful 

demonstration to shape an open and rules-based world (Barroso, 2013; Froman, 2013). 

Furthermore ambitious trade agreements are also about more than just sending a signal; they 

help create patterns of engagement and habits of cooperation that spill into other relations. 

This fact gives the strategic implications of TPP and TTIP even greater weight, due to the 

―recent developments in in Asia and Europe‖ (Froman, 2014e). 

If the transatlantic partners would fail to successfully conclude the TTIP negotiations it would 

have very serious implications, where the combined trade power of the West would continue 

to fall. The more ambitious it will turn out to be, the more the respective partners will be able 

to contribute to shaping trade policy of the future (Malmström, 2015c). An important strategic 

dimension, according to Barroso, is the goal of shaping a fast changing world and to be able 

to set the standards with regards to open markets and rule of law - TTIP ―should act as a 

platform to project shared EU-US values worldwide‖ (Barroso, 2014c, 2014d).―I believe in 

this American – European leadership‖ noted Barroso back in 2012; as he went on to say that 

because the world is fundamentally changing the need for a specific world order is necessary. 

An order that is open, just and better should for one be secured by a more active international 

role (Barroso, 2012a, 2012b). 

To highlight the connection between coalition and hegemony, Malmström does so quite 

clearly when she notes that ―[we] can forge a new partnership between Europe and United 

States to defend the values and standards we share. The more that the EU and the US can 

agree on regulation, or on rules about the interaction between trade, labor and the 

environment the more we will be able to shape the global rules around those issues together‖ 

(Malmström, 2014b, 2015b). At another occasion she further connects the ―coalition-

hegemony‖ symbiosis back to its origins in transitions, she points out that specifically because 

of the developments in the East – namely Russia´s actions in Ukraine – the need for a 

Europe´s voice to be strong around the World and the role of TTIP in helping to deal with 

―broad international challenges in different ways‖ (Malmström, 2014a). 
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As early as 2010 Barroso claimed that due to a more balanced distribution of power, new 

threats and challenges would require a more dynamic partnership between the US and Europe 

in particular due to their commonality regarding interests, values and norms that could be 

under pressure (Barroso, 2010). Not only should the partners build a ―new atlanticism‖ 

around their strategic partnership but as the drivers of globalization, they should secure the 

necessary leadership it requires (Barroso, 2010). There are strong arguments to suggest that 

by pushing the TTIP negotiations forward, not only will it bring beneficial economic 

outcomes and prosperity but also provide political security for its population (Tusk, 2015). 

Not only is the Atlantic relationship regarded as important for Europe and America but is also 

viewed as a source of prosperity, fairness and security around the world. Similarly even the 

TPP is regarded by Barroso to be an instrument for the West in its joint attempt to shape 

economies and relations in line with its common values and strategic interests (Barroso, 

2014a; Froman, 2014a). Another important product besides the bilateral gains is the increased 

capability to strengthen the multilateral process. A process that is vital for the global 

distribution of economic benefits due to international trade, convergence and cooperation 

(Barroso, 2014b, 2014c). It is safe to assume that an ambitious TTIP agreement between the 

transatlantic partners could deliver twofold results, namely consolidating relative trade-power 

but also would an ambitious treaty on trade that would take the lead on international trade 

practices, translate into further influence (Froman, 2014e). 

The sheer size of a unified European and US market is in itself a stark indicator, for the US 

Secretary of State John Kerry, that its makeup will have influence far beyond its geographical 

borders. Because whoever wants to participate in that marketplace will have to ―raise their 

game‖, thus securing the West as the leaders of the global market for decades to come (Kerry, 

2013, 2014). For Kerry, the TPP and TTIP are the two most important trade agreements of 

recent memory, and if achieved successfully they will provide a ―major new structure with 

respect to trade rules on a global basis‖ (Kerry, 2013, 2015a, 2015b). And ultimately the fear 

is that if the West does not write the rules of the game others will, and Froman insists that 

―their vision will be at variance with America‖ (Froman, 2014c, 2014e; Kerry, 2015b). Thus 

the alternative is to slowly surrender the tools of economic leadership and thus be shaped by 

globalization rather than proactively shape it to ones benefit (Froman, 2014e). 

The TPP and TTIP is by no mean a sign that the US is more interested in either the Pacific or 

the Atlantic, more than anything it underscores the fact that internationally there is a need for 
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new rules of the road, according to US Vice President Joe Biden (Biden, 2015). And just as 

NATO enforces the norms of global security, TTIP can strengthen the global trading system 

(Biden, 2015). This is an interesting point of view that implies that because of the recent 

failure of the multilateral framework, the US in particular is attempting to answer the call for 

stronger leadership, in order to save the international trading order. In general trade 

agreements can build mutual strength but also offer significant opportunities to set high 

standards for other trade negotiations around the world, thus contributing to the development 

of global rules and strengthen the multilateral system (Froman, 2014b, 2015; Obama, 2013). 

 

4.4. Summary 

 

There is no denying that the transatlantic negotiations are essentially an economic endeavor, 

which will result in different kinds of economic outcomes for the involved parties and also the 

rest of the global community. However what this content analysis has attempted to show is 

the obvious overarching geopolitical importance of the TTIP trade negotiations and, more 

importantly, what they mean for the highest officials on both sides of the Atlantic. The 

recognition that essentially the whole liberal world order could be at stake here, further 

highlights the geopolitical angle, which further eclipses the economic rationale. Important as 

the economic reasons are, especially for the increasingly uncompetitive Western economies, 

those benefits could essentially become lost or meaningless should the international trade 

order change. If, as proposed, liberal international trade is highly dependent on the global 

security environment, resistance or opposition to the ―status quo‖ could result in a reversion 

of trade liberalization and a return to a more mercantilist trade order. With this is mind 

Western leaders obviously look at the TTIP negotiations in its present environment, as a tool 

to make sure that leadership is maintained; and that they themselves remain at the helm, in 

order to ensure the survival of the liberal world order. Sitting idly by, is to not know what the 

future may hold, which by definition is being less secure and less able to influence one´s 

destiny. 

Furthermore, the narrative delivered by the officials, does a remarkable job at supporting the 

theoretical framework. The connections it presents – between the power transitions that are 

happening largely due to the rise of China; the importance of hegemony for security and 

order, and then how that translates into the ―old hegemon´s‖ reaction towards coalition 
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building in order to fight its relative decline and preserve its hegemony – is fairly well 

established. This is the dominating narrative, even though some are more frank then others. 

The TTIP endeavor is an attempt to respond to the failure of a Western led international trade 

institution. The negotiations are to be a policy laboratory for the trade rules of the future that 

could eventually unlock the Doha round of negotiations and revitalize western leadership and 

institutions. An ambitious trade agreement should be well suited to be exported globally thus 

strengthening the West, a strength that will translate into greater freedoms to respond to 

uncertainty and secure a better position in a changing world. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

It is worthwhile focusing on the negotiations of the recently introduced Transatlantic Trade 

and Investment Partnership, but more importantly the meaning of them. The analysis of the 

inner workings of TTIP and its primary function as a free trade agreement, in conjunction 

with the narrative of high ranking officials on both sides of the Atlantic; have been put into 

theoretical perspective with regards to the obvious power transitions that characterize 

contemporary world politics. 

 

With regard to the theoretical framework put forth in this thesis, it is argued that the TTIP 

endeavor falls quite comfortably within what theory describes. In order to construct the 

framework I used three different theories. Firstly trade theory is presented as a support for the 

economics of international trade and free trade agreements. It is not of primary importance in 

this thesis but nevertheless it is important in its function to shed light on the rationale 

concerning the benefits of liberalized trade. More importantly the theory points out that trade 

liberalization does not happen in a vacuum, but is heavily reliant on the environment that 

surrounds it, thus, as pointed out, its economic focus does not suffice to explain the TTIP 

negotiations, important though it may be. Secondly, hegemonic stability theory (HST) 

underlines the importance of a hegemon´s role in creating the stability and order necessary for 

a prosperous and liberal trade regime to be maintained. It explains how and why a hegemon 

would establish a world order and maintain it. Underlining the importance of leadership and 

the problems a liberal world order faces in the absence of a willing and able hegemon. HST 

could be considered the connection between the economic benefits focus of trade theory and 

the primary theory for this thesis which is the third one, power transition theory. Power 

transition theory (PTT) ultimately creates the theoretical framework for the thesis, as it 

defines the structure of the international environment; a hierarchical, reverse-pyramid 

structure, where states are essentially divided up into small, medium and great powers. This 

structure is globally and regionally characterized by a single great power dominating the 

other, in terms of capabilities. During power preponderance the system will not see a great 

power war and be relatively stable, but in times of power transitions when another great 

power gets close to power parity with the reigning great power, chances of such a war, are 

increased dramatically. Another important aspect of PTT is the acknowledgement of 

satisfaction, namely the satisfaction that other states in the system have towards the reigning 
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great power. This level of satisfaction will greatly influence the intensity of friction between 

transitioning great powers and the likelihood of conflict. The introduction of alliances and the 

idea of coalitions of satisfied and unsatisfied states in the system are also extremely important 

in this context, as it partly explains the developments we see with regards to TTIP. 

 

Then what we have in terms of theoretical framework is an international sphere that is 

anarchic by default; because of basic human nature and laws of nature. In this environment 

stability is best maintained when there is a hegemon that has power preponderance over all 

other great powers and thus security competition remains minimal. In this state of power 

preponderance we are most likely to see the flourishing of trade and commerce as the 

hegemon will for its own benefit establish a world order, institutionalizing certain behaviors 

and norms, further decreasing the effects of anarchy. In this environment we are likely to see 

the benefits of international trade and development proposed by trade theory. Alternatively 

this system is most unstable when the uppermost echelons of power are seeing power parity 

between great states, more importantly if one state is unsatisfied and wishes to abolish or 

dramatically change the prevalent world order. 

 

The picture drawn here is reminiscent of international affairs as we have seen them since the 

end of the Second World War. From the ruins of that war, the United States stood out as a 

willing and capable great power, which began to cement its preponderance by building global 

institutions and establishing a world order. Soon the global system was characterized by a 

coalition of unsatisfied states, led by the Soviet Union. Yet in the end that block of 

challengers never really managed to reach power parity with the US and its coalition of 

satisfied states, in part due to the breakup of Soviet-Sino relations. This resistance to US 

hegemony abruptly ended with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, followed by an 

unchallenged leadership of the US where most of its old rivals became part of the US lead 

liberal order. In recent years the power preponderance has begun to vane, largely due to the 

incredible rise of China. According to power transition theorists the real threat to US 

dominance have always been the populous Asian giants, China and India. By that fact of their 

growth potentials and due to the spread of technology and industrialization, these countries 

should most likely reach power parity with the US at some point in the future. What we are 

seeing today is exactly as predicted by Organsky and the early adherents to PTT. The US and 

its allies are increasingly faced by a relative decline in power and thus diminished ability to 

lead and maintain the efficiency of its global institutions. 
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By looking at the nature and intricacies of the TTIP negotiations we are better able to 

understand and evaluate the outcome and reasons behind such an extensive free trade 

endeavor. Just as importantly, it gives us insight into the institutional implications of such a 

mega-regional trade deal, especially in relations to the WTO and the multilateral framework. 

Ultimately, it brings the conclusion that even though liberalizing trade is essentially always a 

good idea to increase prosperity, it can be politically costly to conclude. There will be small 

concentrated groups that will stand to lose immediately from trade liberalization, but the 

larger benefits will be more widely distributed across societies and over a longer period of 

time. Thus it is likely that a trade agreement between the US and the EU will be fiercely 

opposed by vocal parties, and it will demand a substantial amount of political capital to ensure 

conclusion of the negotiations for an ambitions TTIP agreement. Another important defining 

aspect of TTIP is that it will not be a typical tariffs reduction agreement, but rather more 

focused on harmonizing standards and regulations across the Atlantic. 

 

What is even more obvious in the timing of the TTIP negotiations is the leadership resistance 

that the West has been experiencing within its global institutions, manifested in the failure of 

the WTO to solve pending issues to the international trade regime. Hence, in order to maintain 

effective leadership within the WTO´s multilateral framework, the US and the EU have 

decided to set aside their differences outside of the WTO forum by negotiating TTIP. This 

endeavor and its timing are best explained by the geopolitical transitions that are occurring 

today. Firstly, the subjects most defining for TTIP, standards and regulations, will not be on 

the WTO´s table for years or decades to come, due to the internal frictions and slow progress 

of its Doha round. Consequently, the West is forced away from the multilateral forum back to 

a more regional setting. Secondly, TTIP is an attempt to reclaim or strengthen leadership, in 

order for the West to be able to reach its future economic and political goals. 

 

Additionally the content analysis of political comments and speeches from both sides of the 

Atlantic, demonstrated the connection between the global power transitions and the TTIP 

negotiations as a tool to cement transatlantic relations in order to strengthen Western 

hegemony. The narrative presented by the officials is striking, but should perhaps not be 

surprising. Even though the economic benefits are most welcome and important, competition 

for the system is paramount. This becomes increasingly pressing, especially if the rising great 

powers are perceived as unsatisfied contenders. As nice as an ambitious trade treaty across the 
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Atlantic sounds, trade does not thrive well in a contentious environment. The value of 

leadership is invaluable. Not only does the narrative shed light on the geostrategic value of 

TTIP, but essentially connects the dots from global transitions to coalitions building and 

finally to hegemony; in support of the theoretical framework presented by theories of power 

transition and hegemonic stability. 
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6. Discussions 

 

Trade and economic prosperity does not happen in a vacuum, a liberal hegemon can be the 

necessary security and stability provider. As trade treaties become more intrusive into 

domestic regulations and standards, individual states are increasingly faced by the trade-off 

between the benefits of trade and sovereignty. Similarly if international relations are 

characterized by security competition and contention for leadership, a trade-off between 

absolute trade benefits and relative security becomes increasingly prevalent and important. It 

is the structure, which is essentially derived from human behavior, which makes or breaks 

human society. In the presence of Hobbes’ Leviathan
3
 (Hobbes, 1900), societies both 

subnational and international are able to escape the negatives of anarchy in said structure. If 

the leviathans’ hegemony is contested or absent; conflict, failed states or great power wars are 

to be expected. 

 

Since the mid-2000s the WTO´s Doha round has been considered practically moribund, until 

the Bali Ministerial of December 2013 which did not really accomplish all that much. ´The 

Bali Ribbon´ was simply not enough and without some new initiative or direction, the WTO 

is likely to be more of an observer of international trade in the coming years. The ´mega 

regionals´ namely the TPP and the TTIP negotiations are likely to make it impossible for the 

WTO to move ahead until they are either done or dead (R. Baldwin, 2013). 21
st
 century 

regionalism has been fundamentally good for world trade in general (WTO, 2013), as trade 

liberalization has proceeded even though the WTO has lost its central position. Perhaps it is 

only a temporary phase as the global trade community transitions itself away from 20
th

 

century trade towards 21
st
 century trade. Yet there is a concern that the WTO´s role as the 

main forum for liberalizing trade in the future and its rule-based multilateral approach could, 

during this transition period, erode beyond a certain point and become obsolete. What could 

emerge would perhaps resemble more 19
th

 century trade, where world trade would become 

power-based rather than rule-based. This should be worrisome as it paved the road towards 

two world wars (R. Baldwin, 2014a). Therefore the dangers of a lack of leadership and 

                                                 
3
 Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a Common Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civil—commonly 

referred to as Leviathan—is a book written by Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679) and published in 1651 (revised 

Latin edition 1668). 
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hegemonic decline, due to power transitions, are very serious and demand immediate 

attention, in which the TTIP negotiations become an essential part. 

 

What was originally seen as a rather easy endeavor, amidst all the troubles that have been 

plaguing the European Union since the 2007 financial crisis, a trade deal with the United 

States was supposed to be one such endeavor. It has since turned out not to be the case. In the 

case of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership the public’s fear is not the 

traditional one when it comes to liberalized foreign trade. That is to say; competition from a 

poorer developing country that is able to produce certain products with less cost and thus 

undermine previously protected domestic industries. Rather there has been a considerable 

amount of public resistance in many regions of Europe. Due to its ―next generation‖ attribute 

and its aim to harmonize regulations and reduce non-tariff barriers to trade, rather than the 

conventional tariff reduction, many people see this new form of a trade deal, simply as an 

attack on national sovereignty and the ability of people to influence their local surroundings.  

 

Another explanation for this widespread opposition to TTIP is the fact that because of its 

attempt to harmonize regulations, lower traditional tariffs even further and eliminate many 

kinds of different behind the borders hindrances to trade, it has for some become quite vague 

what it will look like when finished. Also this makes it difficult for advocates of the project to 

argue for concrete economic gains, but also this vagueness breeds uncertainty and skepticism 

that does not help its public support. Its broad focus and interest in rules rather than tariffs, 

seems to make it very vulnerable to public suspicion. 

 

This is why geostrategic rationales are perhaps what ultimately will secure political support. 

The notion of alliance building across the Atlantic in the security dilemmas that Europe is 

faced by, especially in light of recent Russian activities, both in Ukraine and Syria, could 

increase European support for TTIP. The notion that TTIP could be described as an economic 

NATO, might be positive for some, but surely not for all, as some members states are not 

NATO members and others even resent the idea of trade liberalization founded on military 

reasons. 

 

The trade liberalization project, by breaking down barriers to trade has repeatedly 

demonstrated its capacity to serve many different interests. In recent decades we have 

witnessed the entry of numerous emerging economies into the world trade system with 
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enforced vigor. This development has advanced the welfare of millions of people in areas of 

the world where poverty was rampant – yet at the same time benefiting the richer nations as 

well. Thus the real focus and concern should be on pure protectionism masquerading as social 

policy which ultimately stands in the way of a truly beneficial trade deal (Crouch, 2014). In 

this light it is important to ponder carefully the ´urge´ to oppose ´any´ form of trade 

liberalization, a sentiment that is a basis for much of the anti-globalization movement. 

 

From the perspective of outsiders the emergence of TTIP will most likely have profound 

consequences for their international trade environment. Aside from the influence on global 

institutions and trade in general, outsiders that currently rely heavily on trade with the EU or 

the US could be faced by immediate changes to their terms of trade. In essence it is to be 

expected that TTIP will be a fairly open environment, a part of its strength will be measured 

by its acceptance by outsiders that are willing to join and adhere to its standards and 

regulations. Therefore it is likely to expect close trading partners to be offered a fast track 

association in order to normalize trade relations. What such negotiations will bring 3
rd

 parties 

in terms of exemptions and influence remains to be seen, but given the depth and politically 

charged topics of TTIP as well as its enormous share of global trade, it is more likely than not 

that outsiders will not be offered much option, but to accept what they will be presented with. 

For many neighboring countries that are dependent on trading with either giant, it is likely 

that they could be faced with very though political questions regarding sovereignty and trade 

interests, an area of research that contains many unanswered yet important questions. As has 

been suggested earlier, it is likely that the TTIP agreement could diminish the value of 

bilateral agreements that the US and the EU have with 3
rd

 parties, because of the 

asymmetrical competition these 3
rd

 parties could be faced with. 

 

It is not surprising that an economic trade agreement is dominated by economic arguments 

and rhetoric. The transatlantic environment, in which the TTIP negotiations are occurring 

within, is essentially a complex, inter-dependable and multi-faceted interest and relationship 

environment. The West is bound together by cultural, security and economic common 

interests that shape their actions profoundly in the international arena. Because of this reality, 

even though TTIP is an economic endeavor it has overlapping cultural and security 

implications as well. Essentially there is a selection bias against geopolitical factors 

explaining the emergence of TTIP, as it is ultimately an economic enterprise, so there should 

be no surprise there. But why are the negotiations happening now? This thesis argues that the 
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answer to that is geopolitical in nature. The reason why we have not seen an ambitious 

transatlantic trade deal in the past is ultimately to be found in the relative power transitions 

that have occurred in the last 15 years. As theory predicts, it becomes reasonable to assume 

that a declining hegemon will respond, when it is faced with unfavorable transitions of power. 

The hegemon will act out militarily, diplomatically and economically in order to secure its 

position and ultimately that is why among other things the TTIP negotiations are happening at 

this point in time. TTIP is a reaction to the increasingly influential emerging economies 

within the WTO, especially China. The West, led by the US, is consolidating power by 

strengthening its coalition of satisfied states and luring or pressuring others into complying 

with their reigning world system. 

 

Traditionally geopolitics and economics focus on different things. While geopolitics is 

concerned with power, resources and demographics; economics look towards growth, 

productivity and prosperity. Without a doubt the two have been intertwined throughout 

history and still are, as in the today’s environment there seems to be an increasingly stronger 

connection. With the arrival of new and powerful players to the highest segments of power on 

the global arena, uncertainty and security competition are increasingly coloring international 

trade. With a partially dysfunctional multilateral system, the present is characterized by self-

interested nation states that are competing over relative power, by collaborating with 

likeminded states on a regional basis. Multilateralism is dying because of emerging countries 

opposition to western hegemony. Therefore the US has fallen back to bilateralism and 

national sovereignty is back on the rise, temporarily at least. Contemporary international trade 

is extremely interconnected, thus the relative power within said trade order and potential 

leadership is all the more important, as it exponentially translates into power due to the 

general dependency of states on the global marketplace. Additionally, a challenger to 

leadership might see no other viable option but to actively try to dismantle the system. 

 

Given the importance of global stability, security and prosperity, the transitions that are 

occurring in the world should be actively studied. There are many variables that are 

detrimental to the nature of power transitions in the years to come. National capabilities are 

one; widespread satisfaction and coalitions are another. When it comes to national policies it 

will eventually become important to be able to predict and act accordingly, in the best 

possible manner. As power transitions away from the West, it should be managed in such a 

way that it maximizes the probability of a peaceful transition and is more or less aimed at 
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preserving of the liberal world order. Even though the international community is increasingly 

experiencing this diffusion of power, there are still many unanswered questions, which could 

profoundly influence the current trajectory of the BRICS rise and the decline of the West. 

Such as economic slowdown in China, the state of the European Union, unity within the 

BRICS countries and the Russian question, just to name a few. 

 

A transition is occurring because of a global shift in power as unipolarity is giving away to a 

more multipolar power distribution. What is coming could be described as a post-Western 

order. Given the structural argument there is a problem of a peaceful versus contentious 

transition, a question of how new and old great powers approach power parity. The rising 

states have a chance to increase their influence, and at the same time compromises have to be 

made in terms of authority and power between old and new. An interesting development now 

is the existence of nuclear weapons and the deterrence of mutually assured destruction 

(MAD), greatly increasing the cost of great power wars. Thus the great power conflict is more 

likely to be more subtle, and the likelihood of a system reset which could occur after a 

destructive great power war is reduced. This does not mean that the transitions will necessary 

be any less difficult, resulting in increased uncertainty, instability, arms and security 

competition and greater level of anarchy.  

 

But what do the BRICS want, what does China want and what does Russia want? Is resistance 

to Western hegemony likely to be because of alternatives to the liberal world order, or just 

simply over authority? If only for China to surpass the US as the biggest economy in the 

world it will be the first time since the industrialization of the West that a developing and 

non-Western state will achieve that status. Without a doubt this will have to translate into 

further sharing of influence and authority at the tables of international institutions. 

 

Institutionalist arguments point to the fact that China and other rising stars are quite integrated 

into the liberal world system, an order that has great potential to address the problems and 

ambitions of the global community (Ikenberry, 2012, 2015); it has great capacity to integrate, 

i.e. Japan and Germany after Second World War, offers openness, rule of law and institutions, 

i.e. property rights. Additionally the BRICS and other developing states are not a coherent 

and unified block, they are a very diverse group of states with different ambitions. Finally 

there does not seem to be an alternative authoritarian model to completely replace the one in 

existence today. John Ikenberry (2014) further argues that China ultimately wants influence 
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and authority. For example a grand plan to internationalize their currency, which he argues 

will demand huge domestic reforms and liberalization. Thus their aspirations to global 

influence might eventually deem a transform towards more liberalism and away from 

authoritarianism. Just as well a failure to fulfill geopolitical ambitions within the liberal order 

could cause an increased resistance to the ―status quo‖, possibly manifested in more 

nationalist sentiments. A question then becomes whether the liberal world order and its 

institutions are rigid enough to preserve themselves as power transitions happen and changes 

in global leadership occur. 

 

Either way, power transitions are complex and dangerous, they need to be taken seriously and 

managed accordingly. Different scenarios are possible indeed, but for the West and the future 

of liberal order – the need to be strategic, firm but fair, and form a coalition of satisfied 

majority of countries could provide opportunity to maintain leadership and influence far 

beyond the reach of ―simple‖ Western hegemony. A reality China and Russia would have to 

follow, eliminating the lure to build an anti-Western or anti-liberal alternative order. Pure 

hegemony will likely concede, but a Western lead coalition could survive. 
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